
“Communication Systems”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction
Signals And Linear Systems]
Amplitude Modulation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Define the term Telecommunication

 Learn about the key concepts in Telecommunication

 Learn about the impact of Telecommunication on Society

 Learn about the historic evolution of telecommunication systems

Definition/Overview:

Telecommunication: Telecommunication is the assisted transmission of signals over a distance

for the purpose of communication. In earlier times, this may have involved the use of smoke

signals, drums, semaphore, flags, or heliograph. In modern times, telecommunication typically

involves the use of electronic transmitters such as the telephone, television, radio or computer.

Early inventors in the field of telecommunication include Antonio Meucci, Alexander Graham

Bell, Guglielmo Marconi and John Logie Baird. Telecommunication is an important part of the

world economy and the telecommunication industry's revenue has been placed at just under 3

percent of the gross world product.
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Key Points:

1. Key Concepts

1.1. Basic Elements

A telecommunication system consists of three basic elements:

o A transmitter that takes information and converts it to a signal;

o A transmission medium that carries the signal; and,

o A receiver that receives the signal and converts it back into usable information.

For example, in a radio broadcast the broadcast tower is the transmitter, free space is the

transmission medium and the radio is the receiver. Often telecommunication systems are

two-way with a single device acting as both a transmitter and receiver or transceiver. For

example, a mobile phone is a transceiver. Telecommunication over a phone line is called

point-to-point communication because it is between one transmitter and one receiver.

Telecommunication through radio broadcasts is called broadcast communication because

it is between one powerful transmitter and numerous receivers.

1.1.1. Analogue or digital

Signals can be either analogue or digital. In an analogue signal, the signal is

varied continuously with respect to the information. In a digital signal, the

information is encoded as a set of discrete values (for example ones and zeros).

During transmission the information contained in analogue signals will be

degraded by noise. Conversely, unless the noise exceeds a certain threshold, the
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information contained in digital signals will remain intact. This noise resistance

represents a key advantage of digital signals over analogue signals.

1.1.2. Networks

A collection of transmitters, receivers or transceivers that communicate with each

other is known as a network. Digital networks may consist of one or more routers

that route information to the correct user. An analogue network may consist of

one or more switches that establish a connection between two or more users. For

both types of network, repeaters may be necessary to amplify or recreate the

signal when it is being transmitted over long distances. This is to combat

attenuation that can render the signal indistinguishable from noise.

1.1.3. Channels

A channel is a division in a transmission medium so that it can be used to send

multiple streams of information. For example, a radio station may broadcast at

96.1 MHz while another radio station may broadcast at 94.5 MHz. In this case,

the medium has been divided by frequency and each channel has received a

separate frequency to broadcast on. Alternatively, one could allocate each channel

a recurring segment of time over which to broadcastthis is known as time-division

multiplexing and is sometimes used in digital communication.

1.1.4. Modulation

The shaping of a signal to convey information is known as modulation.

Modulation can be used to represent a digital message as an analogue waveform.

This is known as keying and several keying techniques exist (these include phase-

shift keying, frequency-shift keying and amplitude-shift keying). Bluetooth, for

example, uses phase-shift keying to exchange information between devices.
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Modulation can also be used to transmit the information of analogue signals at

higher frequencies. This is helpful because low-frequency analogue signals cannot

be effectively transmitted over free space. Hence the information from a low-

frequency analogue signal must be superimposed on a higher-frequency signal

(known as a carrier wave) before transmission. There are several different

modulation schemes available to achieve this (two of the most basic being

amplitude modulation and frequency modulation). An example of this process is a

DJ's voice being superimposed on a 96 MHz carrier wave using frequency

modulation (the voice would then be received on a radio as the channel 96 FM).

2. Society and Telecommunication

Telecommunication is an important part of modern society. In 2006, estimates placed the

telecommunication industry's revenue at $1.2 trillion or just under 3% of the gross world product

(official exchange rate).

2.1. Economic Impact

2.1.1. Microeconomics

On the microeconomic scale, companies have used telecommunication to help

build global empires. This is self-evident in the case of online retailer

Amazon.com but, according to academic Edward Lenert, even the conventional

retailer Wal-Mart has benefited from better telecommunication infrastructure

compared to its competitors. In cities throughout the world, home owners use

their telephones to organize many home services ranging from pizza deliveries to

electricians. Even relatively poor communities have been noted to use

telecommunication to their advantage. In Bangladesh's Narshingdi district,

isolated villagers use cell phones to speak directly to wholesalers and arrange a
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better price for their goods. In Cote d'Ivoire, coffee growers share mobile phones

to follow hourly variations in coffee prices and sell at the best price.

2.1.2. Macroeconomics

On the macroeconomic scale, Lars-Hendrik Rller and Leonard Waverman

suggested a causal link between good telecommunication infrastructure and

economic growth. Few dispute the existence of a correlation although some argue

it is wrong to view the relationship as causal. Due to the economic benefits of

good telecommunication infrastructure, there is increasing worry about the digital

divide. This is because the world's population does not have equal access to

telecommunication systems. A 2003 survey by the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) revealed that roughly one-third of countries

have less than 1 mobile subscription for every 20 people and one-third of

countries have less than 1 fixed line subscription for every 20 people. In terms of

Internet access, roughly half of all countries have less than 1 in 20 people with

Internet access. From this information, as well as educational data, the ITU was

able to compile an index that measures the overall ability of citizens to access and

use information and communication technologies. Using this measure, Sweden,

Denmark and Iceland received the highest ranking while the African countries

Niger, Burkina Faso and Mali received the lowest.

3. Historic Evolution of Telecommunication Systems

3.1. Early telecommunications

In the Middle Ages, chains of beacons were commonly used on hilltops as a means of

relaying a signal. Beacon chains suffered the drawback that they could only pass a single

bit of information, so the meaning of the message such as "the enemy has been sighted"
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had to be agreed upon in advance. One notable instance of their use was during the

Spanish Armada, when a beacon chain relayed a signal from Plymouth to London. In

1792, Claude Chappe, a French engineer, built the first fixed visual telegraphy system (or

semaphore line) between Lille and Paris. However semaphore suffered from the need for

skilled operators and expensive towers at intervals of ten to thirty kilometres (six to

nineteen miles). As a result of competition from the electrical telegraph, the last

commercial line was abandoned in 1880.

Homing pigeons have occasionally been used through history by different cultures.

Pigeon post is thought to have Persian roots and was used by the Romans to aid their

military. Frontinus said that Julius Caesar used pigeons as messengers in his conquest of

Gaul. The Greeks also conveyed the names of the victors at the Olympic Games to

various cities using homing pigeons. In the early 19th century, the Dutch government

used the system in Java and Sumatra. And in 1849, Paul Julius Reuter started a pigeon

service to fly stock prices between Aachen and Brussels, a service that operated for a year

until the gap in the telegraph link was closed.

3.2. Telegraph and telephone

Sir Charles Wheatstone and Sir William Fothergill Cooke invented the electric telegraph

in 1837. Also, the first commercial electrical telegraph is purported to have been

constructed by Wheatstone and Cooke and opened on 9 April 1839. Both inventors

viewed their device as "an improvement to the [existing] electromagnetic telegraph" not

as a new device. Samuel Morse independently developed a version of the electrical

telegraph that he unsuccessfully demonstrated on 2 September 1837. His code was an

important advance over Wheatstone's signaling method. The first transatlantic telegraph

cable was successfully completed on 27 July 1866, allowing transatlantic

telecommunication for the first time.
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The conventional telephone was invented independently by Alexander Bell and Elisha

Gray in 1876. Antonio Meucci invented the first device that allowed the electrical

transmission of voice over a line in 1849. However Meucci's device was of little practical

value because it relied upon the electrophonic effect and thus required users to place the

receiver in their mouth to hear what was being said. The first commercial telephone

services were set-up in 1878 and 1879 on both sides of the Atlantic in the cities of New

Haven and London.

3.3. Radio and television

In 1832, James Lindsay gave a classroom demonstration of wireless telegraphy to his

students. By 1854, he was able to demonstrate a transmission across the Firth of Tay

from Dundee, Scotland to Woodhaven, a distance of two miles (3 km), using water as the

transmission medium. In December 1901, Guglielmo Marconi established wireless

communication between St. John's, Newfoundland (Canada) and Poldhu, Cornwall

(England), earning him the 1909 Nobel Prize in physics (which he shared with Karl

Braun). However small-scale radio communication had already been demonstrated in

1893 by Nikola Tesla in a presentation to the National Electric Light Association.

On 25 March 1925, John Logie Baird was able to demonstrate the transmission of

moving pictures at the London department store Selfridges. Baird's device relied upon the

Nipkow disk and thus became known as the mechanical television. It formed the basis of

experimental broadcasts done by the British Broadcasting Corporation beginning 30

September 1929. However, for most of the twentieth century televisions depended upon

the cathode ray tube invented by Karl Braun. The first version of such a television to

show promise was produced by Philo Farnsworth and demonstrated to his family on 7

September 1927.
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3.4. Computer networks and the Internet

On 11 September 1940, George Stibitz was able to transmit problems using teletype to

his Complex Number Calculator in New York and receive the computed results back at

Dartmouth College in New Hampshire. This configuration of a centralized computer or

mainframe with remote dumb terminals remained popular throughout the 1950s.

However, it was not until the 1960s that researchers started to investigate packet

switching a technology that would allow chunks of data to be sent to different computers

without first passing through a centralized mainframe. A four-node network emerged on

5 December 1969; this network would become ARPANET, which by 1981 would consist

of 213 nodes.

ARPANET's development centred around the Request for Comment process and on 7

April 1969, RFC 1 was published. This process is important because ARPANET would

eventually merge with other networks to form the Internet and many of the protocols the

Internet relies upon today were specified through the Request for Comment process. In

September 1981, RFC 791 introduced the Internet Protocol v4 (IPv4) and RFC 793

introduced the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) thus creating the TCP/IP protocol

that much of the Internet relies upon today.

However, not all important developments were made through the Request for Comment

process. Two popular link protocols for local area networks (LANs) also appeared in the

1970s. A patent for the token ring protocol was filed by Olof Soderblom on 29 October

1974 and a paper on the Ethernet protocol was published by Robert Metcalfe and David

Boggs in the July 1976 issue of Communications of the ACM.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Define the term Signal

 Learn about the concept of Systems, Inputs, and Responses

 Understand the concept of Linear Systems

 Learn about Sinusoidal Stimuli

 Understand the concept of Fourier Transform and its Properties

Definition/Overview:

Signal: In the fields of communications, signal processing, and in electrical engineering more

generally, a signal is any time-varying or spatial-varying quantity. In the physical world, any

quantity measurable through time or over space can be taken as a signal. Within a complex

society, any set of human information or machine data can also be taken as a signal. Such

information or machine data (for example, the dots on a screen, the ink making up text on a

paper page, or the words now flowing into the reader's mind) must all be part of systems existing

in the physical world either living or non-living.

Despite the complexity and even mystery in the case of the reader's mind of such systems, their

outputs and inputs can often be represented with great fidelity as simple quantities measurable

through time or across space. In the latter half of the 20th century, electrical engineering itself

separated into several disciplines, specializing in the design and analysis of physical signals and

systems, on the one hand, and in the functional behavior and conceptual structure of the complex

human and machine systems, on the other. These engineering disciplines have led the way in the

design, study, and implementation of systems that take advantage of signals as simple

measurable quantities in order to facilitate the transmission, storage, and manipulation of

information.
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Key Points:

1. Systems, Inputs, and Responses

Step one is to understand how to represent possible inputs to systems. Imagine a picture that

shows the structure of the physical stimulus reaching your ear. On the horizontal axis we have

time, and on the vertical axis we will plot the instantaneous density of the air molecules at your

ear. Thus, we plot signal strength as a function of time. In the case of a simple hand-clap, the

disturbance is a short, transient burst and is aptly named an impulse. It looks like a single

upwards blip on the graph: the sound pressure momentarily increases when the clap hits your ear.

More complex sounds look like more complex graphs on this kind of plot. This sort of graph

offers a general way to describe all of the possible auditory stimuli. One possible way to

characterize the response of the ear to sound might be to build a look-up table: a table that shows

the exact neural response for every possible auditory stimulus. Obviously, it would take an

infinite amount of time to construct such a table, because the number of possible sounds is

unlimited.

Instead, we must find some way of making a finite number of measurements that allow us to

infer how the system will respond to other stimuli that we have not yet measured. We can only

do this for certain kinds of systems with certain properties. If we have a good theory about the

kind of system we are studying, we can save a lot of time and energy by using the appropriate

theory about the system's responsiveness. Linear systems theory is a good time-saving theory for

linear systems which obey certain rules. Not all systems are linear, but many important ones are.

2. Linear Systems

To see whether a system is linear, we need to test whether it obeys certain rules that all linear

systems obey. The two basic tests of linearity are homogeneity and additivity.
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 Homogeneity: As we increase the strength of a simple input to a linear system, say we double it,

then we predict that the output function will also be doubled. For example, if a person's voice

becomes twice as loud, the ear should respond twice as much if it's a linear system. This is called

homogeneity or sometimes the scalar rule of linear systems. Clearly, systems that obey Steven's

Power Law do not obey homogeneity and are not linear, because they show response

compression or response expansion.

 Additivity: Suppose we present a complex stimulus S1 such as the sound of a person's voice to

the inner ear, and we measure the electrical responses of several nerve fibers coming from the

inner ear. Next, we present a second stimulus S2 that is a little different: a different person's

voice. The second stimulus also generates a set of responses which we measure and write down.

Then, we present the sum of the two stimuli S1 + S2: we present both voices together and see

what happens. If the system is linear, then the measured response will be just the sum of its

responses to each of the two stimuli presented separately.

 Superposition: Systems that satisfy both homogeneity and additivity are considered to be linear

systems. These two rules, taken together, are often referred to as the principle of superposition.

 Shift-invariance: Suppose that we stimulate your ear once with an impulse (hand clap) and we

measure the electrical response. Then we stimulate it again with a similar impulse at a different

point in time, and again we measure the response. If we haven't damaged your ear with the first

impulse then we should expect that the response to the second impulse will be the same as the

response to the first impulse. The only difference between them will be that the second impulse

has occurred later in time, that is, it is shifted in time. When the responses to the identical

stimulus presented shifted in time are the same, except for the corresponding shift in time, then

we have a special kind of linear system called a shift-invariant linear system. Just as not all

systems are linear, not all linear systems are shift-invariant.
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3. Why Impulses are Special

Homogeneity, additivity, and shift invariance may, at first, sound a bit abstract but they are very

useful. They suggest that the system's response to an impulse can be the key measurement to

make. The trick is to conceive of the complex stimuli we encounter (such as a person's voice) as

a combination of impulses. We can approximate any complex stimulus as if it were simply the

sum of a number of impulses that are scaled copies of one another and shifted in time. (A digital

compact disc, for example, stores whole complex pieces of music as lots of simple numbers

representing very short impulses, and then the CD player adds all the impulses back together one

after another to recreate the complex musical waveform.)

For shift-invariant linear systems, we can measure the system's response to an impulse and we

will know how to predict the response to any stimulus (combinations of impulses) through the

principle of superposition. To characterize shift-invariant linear systems, then, we need to

measure only one thing: the way the system responds to an impulse of a particular intensity. This

response is called the impulse response function of the system. The problem of characterizing a

complex system has become simpler now. For shift-invariant linear systems, there is only a

single impulse response function to measure. Once we've measured this function, we can predict

how the system will respond to any other possible stimulus.

The way we use the impulse response function is illustrated in the above Figure. We conceive of

the input stimulus, in this case a sinusoid, as if it were the sum of a set of impulses. We know the

responses we would get if each impulse was presented separately (i.e., scaled and shifted copies

of the impulse response). We simply add together all of the (scaled and shifted) impulse

responses to predict how the system will respond to the complete stimulus.

4. Sinusoidal Stimuli

Sinusoidal stimuli have a special relationship to shift-invariant linear systems. A sinusoid is a

regular, repeating curve, that oscillates around a mean level. The sinusoid has a zero-value at

time zero. The cosinusoid is a shifted version of the sinusoid; it has a value of one at time zero.

The sine wave repeats itself regularly. The distance from one peak of the wave to the next peak
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is called the wavelength or period of the sinusoid and it is generally indicated by the greek letter

lambda. The inverse of wavelength is frequency: the number of peaks in the stimulus that arrive

per second at the ear. The longer the wavelength, the lower the frequency.

The units for the frequency of a sine-wave are hertz, named after a famous 19th century physicist

who was a student of Helmholtz. Apart from frequency, sinusoids also have various amplitudes,

which represent how high they get at the peak of the wave and how low they get at the trough.

Thus, we can describe a sine wave completely by its frequency and by its amplitude. Loud, high-

pitched sounds have high frequency and high amplitude. When we write the mathematical

expression of a sine-wave, the two mathematical variables that correspond to the amplitude and

the frequency are A and f, respectively:

A sin(2 pi f t)

The height of the peaks increase as the value of the amplitude, A, increases. The spacing between

the peaks becomes smaller as the frequency, f, increases.

4.1. The response of shift-invariant systems to sine waves

Just as we can express any stimulus as the sum of a series of shifted and scaled impulses,

so too we can express any periodic stimulus (a stimulus that repeats itself over time) as

the sum of a series of (shifted and scaled) sinusoids at different frequencies. This is called

the Fourier Series expansion of the stimulus. The equation describing this expansion

works as follows. Suppose that s(t) is a periodic stimulus. Then we can always express

s(t) as a sum of sinusoids:

s(t) = A0 + A1 sin(2 p f1 t + f1) + A2 sin(2 pf2 t + f2) + A3 sin(2 pf3 t + f3) + ...

This decomposition is important because if we know the response of the system to

sinusoids at many different frequencies, then we can use the same kind of trick we used

with impulses to predict the response via the impulse response function. First, we

measure the system's response to sinusoids of all different frequencies. Next, we take our
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input stimulus (a complex sound) and use the Fourier Transform to compute the values of

the coefficients in the Fourier Series expansion. At this point the stimulus has been

broken down as the sum of its component sinusoids. Finally, we can predict the system's

response to the (complex) stimulus simply by adding the responses for all the component

sinusoids.

Why bother with sinusoids when we were doing just fine with impulses? The reason is

that sinusoids have a very special relationship to shift-invariant linear systems. When we

use a sinusoidal stimulus as input to a shift-invariant linear system, the system's

responses is always a (shifted and scaled) copy of the input, at the same frequency as the

input. That is, when the input is sin(2 p f t) the output is always of the form A sin(2 p f t +

f). Here, f determines the amount of shift and A determines the amount of scaling. Thus,

measuring the response to a sinusoid for a shift-invariant linear system entails measuring

only two numbers: the shift and the scale. This makes the job of measuring the response

to sinusoids at many different frequencies quite practical.

Often, then, when scientists characterize the response of a shift-invariant linear system

they will not tell you the impulse response. Rather, they will give you plots that tell you

about the values of the shift and scale for each of the possible input frequencies. This

representation of how the shift-invariant linear system behaves is equivalent to providing

you with the impulse response function. We can use these numbers to compute the

response to any stimulus. This is the main point of all this stuff: a simple, fast,

economical way to measure the responsiveness of complex systems. If you know the

responses for sine waves of all frequencies, then you can determine how the system will

respond to any possible periodic stimulus.
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5. Fourier Transform

In mathematics, the Fourier transform is an operation that transforms one complex-valued

function of a real variable into another. The new function, often called the frequency domain

representation of the original function, describes which frequencies are present in the original

function. This is in a similar spirit to the way that a chord of music can be described by notes that

are being played. In effect, the Fourier transform decomposes a function into oscillatory

functions. The Fourier transform is similar to many other operations in mathematics which make

up the subject of Fourier analysis. In this specific case, both the domains of the original function

and its frequency domain representation are continuous and unbounded. The term Fourier

transform can refer to both the frequency domain representation of a function or to the

process/formula that "transforms" one function into the other.

There are several common conventions for defining the Fourier transform of an integrable

function f: R → C. This article will use the definition:

for every real number ξ. (This letter is the lowercase Greek letter Xi). When the independent

variable x represents time (with SI unit of seconds), the transform variable ξ represents ordinary

frequency (in hertz). Under suitable conditions, f can be reconstructed from by the inverse

transform:

for every real number x. We may use Fourier series to motivate the Fourier transform as follows.

Suppose that is a function which is zero outside of some interval [−L/2, L/2]. Then for any T ≥ L

we may expand in a Fourier series on the interval [−T/2,T/2], where the "amount" (denoted by

cn) of the wave e2πinx/T in the Fourier series of is given by
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and should be given by the formula

If we let ξn = n/T, and we let Δξ = (n + 1)/T − n/T = 1/T, then this last sum becomes the Riemann

sum

By letting T → ∞ this Riemann sum converges to the integral for the inverse Fourier transform

given in the Definition section. Under suitable conditions this argument may be made precise.

Hence, as in the case is Fourier series, the Fourier transform can be thought of as a function that

measures how much of each individual frequency is present in our function, and we can

recombine these waves by using an integral (or "continuous sum") to reproduce the original

function. The following images provide a visual illustration of how the Fourier transform

measures whether a frequency is present in a particular function. The function depicted

oscillates at 3 hertz (if t measures seconds) and tends quickly to 0.

This function was specially chosen to have a real Fourier transform which can easily be plotted.

The first image contains its graph. In order to calculate we must integrate e−2πi(3t)(t). The

second image shows the plot of the real and imaginary parts of this function. The real part of the

integrand is almost always positive, this is because when (t) is negative, then the real part of

e−2πi(3t) is negative as well. Because they oscillate at the same rate, when (t) is positive, so is the

real part of e−2πi(3t). The result is that when you integrate the real part of the integrand you get a

relatively large number (in this case 0.5). On the other hand, when you try to measure a

frequency that is not present, as in the case when we look at , the integrand oscillates

enough so that the integral is very small. The general situation may be a bit more complicated

than this, but this in spirit is how the Fourier transform measures how much of an individual

frequency is present in a function (t).
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6. Properties of Fourier Transform

An integrable function is a function on the real line that is Lebesgue-measurable and satisfies

6.1. Basic Properties

Given integrable functions f(x), g(x), and h(x) denote their Fourier transforms by ,

, and respectively. The Fourier transform has the following basic properties.

o Linearity: For any complex numbers a and b, if h(x) = a(x) + bg(x), then 

o Translation: For any real number x0, if h(x) = (x − x0), then 

o Modulation: For any real number ξ0, if h(x) = e2πixξ0(x), then  .

o Scaling: For all non-zero real numbers a, if h(x) = (ax), then  . The case

a = −1 leads to the time-reversal property, which states: if h(x) = (−x), then  .

o Conjugation: If , then 

o Convolution: If , then 

6.2. Uniform continuity and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma

The Fourier transform of integrable functions have additional properties that do not

always hold. The Fourier transform of integrable functions are uniformly continuous and

. The Fourier transform of integrable functions also satisfy the

Riemann-Lebesgue lemma which states that:

The Fourier transform of an integrable function is bounded and continuous, but need

not be integrable. It is not possible in general to write the inverse transform as a
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Lebesgue integral. However, when both and are integrable, the following inverse

equality holds true for almost every x:

Almost everywhere, is equal to the continuous function given by the right-hand side. If is

given as continuous function on the line, then equality holds for every x.

A consequence of the preceding result is that the Fourier transform is injective on L1(R).

6.3. The Plancherel theorem and Parseval's theorem

Let f(x) and g(x) be integrable, and let and be their Fourier transforms. If f(x)

and g(x) are also square-integrable, then we have Parseval's theorem:

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. The Plancherel theorem, which is equivalent

to Parseval's theorem, states:

The Plancherel theorem makes it possible to define the Fourier transform for functions in

L2(R), as described in Generalizations below. The Plancherel theorem has the

interpretation in the sciences that the Fourier transform preserves the energy of the

original quantity. It should be noted that depending on the author either of these theorems

might be referred to as the Plancherel theorem or as Parseval's theorem.

6.4. Uncertainty principle

Generally speaking, the more concentrated f(x) is, the more spread out its Fourier

transform   must be. In particular, the scaling property of the Fourier transform may
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be seen as saying: if we "squeeze" a function in x, its Fourier transform "stretches out" in

ξ. It is not possible to arbitrarily concentrate both a function and its Fourier transform.

The trade-off between the compaction of a function and its Fourier transform can be

formalized in the form of an Uncertainty Principle. Suppose (x) is an integrable and

square-integrable function. Without loss of generality, assume that (x) is normalized:

It follows from the Plancherel theorem that   is also normalized. The spread around

x = 0 may be measured by the dispersion about zero defined by

The Uncertainty principle states that, if (x) is absolutely continuous and the functions x(x)

and ′(x) are square integrable, then

The equality is attained only in the case

(hence ) where σ > 0 is arbitrary and C1 is such that is

L2normalized. In fact, this inequality implies that:

for any in R . In quantum mechanics, the momentum and position wave

functions are Fourier transform pairs, to within a factor of Planck's constant. With this

constant properly taken into account, the inequality above becomes the statement of the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
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6.5. Poisson summation formula

The Poisson summation formula provides a link between the study of Fourier transforms

and Fourier Series. Given an integrable function in L1(Rn) we can consider the

periodization of given by

Then the Poisson summation formula relates the Fourier series of to the Fourier

transform of . Specifically it states that the Fourier series of is given by:

The Poisson summation formula maybe used to derive Landau's asymptotic formula for

the number of lattice points in a large Euclidean sphere. It can also be used to show that if

an integrable function, , and both have compact support then = 0.

6.6. Convolution theorem

The Fourier transform translates between convolution and multiplication of functions. If

(x) and g(x) are integrable functions with Fourier transforms and

respectively, and if the convolution of and g exists and is absolutely integrable, then the

Fourier transform of the convolution is given by the product of the Fourier transforms

and (under other conventions for the definition of the Fourier transform a

constant factor may appear). This means that if:

where ∗ denotes the convolution operation, then:
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In linear time invariant (LTI) system theory, it is common to interpret g(x) as the impulse

response of an LTI system with input (x) and output h(x), since substituting the unit

impulse for (x) yields h(x) = g(x). In this case,    represents the frequency response of

the system. Conversely, if (x) can be decomposed as the product of two square integrable

functions p(x) and q(x), then the Fourier transform of (x) is given by the convolution of

the respective Fourier transforms and .

6.7. Cross-correlation theorem

In an analogous manner, it can be shown that if h(x) is the cross-correlation of (x) and

g(x):

then the Fourier transform of h(x) is:

6.8. Eigenfunctions

One important choice of an orthonormal basis for L2(R) is given by the Hermite functions

where Hn(x) are the "probabilist's" Hermite polynomials, defined by Hn(x) =

(−1)nexp(x2/2) Dn exp(−x2/2). Under this convention for the Fourier transform, we have

that

In other words, the Hermite functions form a complete orthonormal system of

eigenfunctions for the Fourier transform on L2(R)s. However, this choice of

eigenfunctions is not unique. There are only four different eigenvalues of the Fourier
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transform (1 and i) and any linear combination of eigenfunctions with the same

eigenvalue gives another eigenfunction. As a consequence of this, it is possible to

decompose L2(R) as a direct sum of four spaces H0, H1, H2, and H3 where the Fourier

transform acts on Hk simply by multiplication by ik. This approach to define the Fourier

transform is due to N. Wiener. The choice of Hermite functions is convenient because

they are exponentially localized in both frequency and time domains, and thus give rise to

the fractional Fourier transform used in time-frequency analysis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about Modulation Index

 Learn about Double Sideband AM

 Learn about Forms of Amplitude Modulation

 Learn about AM Modulators and Demodulators

Definition/Overview:

Amplitude Modulation: Amplitude modulation (AM) is a technique used in electronic

communication, most commonly for transmitting information via a radio carrier wave. AM

works by varying the strength of the transmitted signal in relation to the information being sent.

For example, changes in the signal strength can be used to reflect the sounds to be reproduced by

a speaker, or to specify the light intensity of television pixels. (Contrast this with frequency

modulation, also commonly used for sound transmissions, in which the frequency is varied; and

phase modulation, often used in remote controls, in which the phase is varied). In the mid-1870s,

a form of amplitude modulationinitially called "undulatory currents"was the first method to

successfully produce quality audio over telephone lines. Beginning with Reginald Fessenden's

audio demonstrations in 1906, it was also the original method used for audio radio transmissions,
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and remains in use today by many forms of communication"AM" is often used to refer to the

mediumwave broadcast band.

Key Points:

1. Forms of Amplitude Modulation

As originally developed for the electric telephone, amplitude modulation was used to add audio

information to the low-powered direct current flowing from a telephone transmitter to a receiver.

As a simplified explanation, at the transmitting end, a telephone microphone was used to vary

the strength of the transmitted current, according to the frequency and loudness of the sounds

received. Then, at the receiving end of the telephone line, the transmitted electrical current

affected an electromagnet, which strengthened and weakened in response to the strength of the

current. In turn, the electromagnet produced vibrations in the receiver diaphragm, thus closely

reproducing the frequency and loudness of the sounds originally heard at the transmitter.

In contrast to the telephone, in radio communication what is modulated is a continuous wave

radio signal (carrier wave) produced by a radio transmitter. In its basic form, amplitude

modulation produces a signal with power concentrated at the carrier frequency and in two

adjacent sidebands. Each sideband is equal in bandwidth to that of the modulating signal and is a

mirror image of the other. Amplitude modulation that results in two sidebands and a carrier is

often called double sideband amplitude modulation (DSB-AM). Amplitude modulation is

inefficient in terms of power usage and much of it is wasted. At least two-thirds of the power is

concentrated in the carrier signal, which carries no useful information (beyond the fact that a

signal is present); the remaining power is split between two identical sidebands, though only one

of these is needed since they contain identical information. To increase transmitter efficiency, the

carrier can be removed (suppressed) from the AM signal. This produces a reduced-carrier

transmission or double-sideband suppressed-carrier (DSBSC) signal. A suppressed-carrier

amplitude modulation scheme is three times more power-efficient than traditional DSB-AM. If

the carrier is only partially suppressed, a double-sideband reduced-carrier (DSBRC) signal
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results. DSBSC and DSBRC signals need their carrier to be regenerated (by a beat frequency

oscillator, for instance) to be demodulated using conventional techniques.

Even greater efficiency is achievedat the expense of increased transmitter and receiver

complexityby completely suppressing both the carrier and one of the sidebands. This is single-

sideband modulation, widely used in amateur radio due to its efficient use of both power and

bandwidth. A simple form of AM often used for digital communications is on-off keying, a type

of amplitude-shift keying by which binary data is represented as the presence or absence of a

carrier wave. This is commonly used at radio frequencies to transmit Morse code, referred to as

continuous wave (CW) operation. In 1982, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)

designated the various types of amplitude modulation as follows:

Designation Description

A3E double-sideband full-carrier - the basic AM modulation scheme

R3E single-sideband reduced-carrier

H3E single-sideband full-carrier

J3E single-sideband suppressed-carrier

B8E independent-sideband emission

C3F vestigial-sideband

Lincompex linked compressor and expander

[Table 1: AM Modulation Scheme]

2. Double Sideband AM

A carrier wave is modeled as a simple sine wave, such as:
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where the radio frequency (in Hz) is given by: For generality, and are arbitrary

constants that represent the carrier amplitude and initial phase. For simplicity, we set their

respective values to 1 and 0. Let m(t) represent an arbitrary waveform that is the message to be

transmitted. And let the constant M represent its largest magnitude. For instance:

Thus, the message might be just a simple audio tone of frequency It is generally

assumed that and that Then amplitude modulation is

created by forming the product:

represents another constant we may choose. The values A=1, and M=0.5, produce a y(t)

depicted by the graph labelled "50% Modulation" in Figure 4.

For this simple example, y(t) can be trigonometrically manipulated into the following equivalent

form:

Therefore, the modulated signal has three components, a carrier wave and two sinusoidal waves

(known as sidebands) whose frequencies are slightly above and below Also notice that the

choice A=0 eliminates the carrier component, but leaves the sidebands. That is the DSBSC

transmission mode. To generate double-sideband full carrier (A3E), we must choose:

For more general forms of m(t), trigonometry is not sufficient. But if the top trace of Figure 2

depicts the frequency spectrum, of m(t), then the bottom trace depicts the modulated carrier. It

has two groups of components: one at positive frequencies (centered on + ωc) and one at

negative frequencies (centered on − ωc). Each group contains the two sidebands and a narrow

component in between that represents the energy at the carrier frequency. We need only be

concerned with the positive frequencies. The negative ones are a mathematical artifact that
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contains no additional information. Therefore, we see that an AM signal's spectrum consists

basically of its original (2-sided) spectrum shifted up to the carrier frequency. For those

interested in the mathematics of Figure 2, it is a result of computing the Fourier transform of:

using the following transform pairs:

3. AM Modulators and Demodulators

In general, we can represent a sinewave coherent field or wave as

where A, f, and are the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the wave. We can send information

by modulating one or more of these quantities. Fields or signals modulated in these ways are for

obvious reasons called AM (Amplitude Modulated), FM (Frequency Modulated), or PM (Phase

Modulated) waves. In fact, since EM fields are vector fields we can also modulate the

Polarisation of a wave to communicate information. However, polarisation modulation is only

normally used for special purposes as the polarisation state of a wave can easily be scrambled

during free space transmission by effects like unwanted reflections from buildings. (The

polarisation state of a field moving along a guide or fibre can also be altered by bends or

imperfections in the guide/fiber.)

We can define amplitude modulation by saying that a modulating signal , , should produce

an AM wave of the form

(We'll use S instead of V or E to indicate that we're talking about a modulated quantity and that it

can be either a field or a voltage.) represents the unmodulated amplitude of the wave (i.e.

when ). A +ve value of makes the wave's amplitude larger, a -ve value

makes its amplitude smaller. Amplitude modulation can be produced in various ways. Here we'll

use the example of a Square Law FET as illustrated in figure 9.1. The steady signal,
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is called the carrier. This gives us something to modulate and carry the

information pattern from place to place. The frequency, f , is called the carrier frequency and

is the unmodulated carrier amplitude.

A square law n-channel FET (Field Effect Transistor) will pass a drain-source current

where is the FET's pinch-off voltage and is the gate voltage. This expression is correct

provided that we keep in the range, . In the circuit shown in 9.1

we apply a gate voltage which is a combination of the output from a local oscillator,

, and a modulation input, , which is the information pattern we want to

send from place to place. As a result, the gate voltage (assuming the two gate resistors have the

same value) will be

Provided we keep this in the required range it will produce a drain-source current

where k and are constants whose values depend upon the FET we've chosen. This can be

expanded and re-written as

This produces a drain voltage of
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where R is the resistance between the FET's drain terminal and the bias voltage,

By consulting a book on trig we can discover that . Hence the

last term in expression 9.6 is a combination of a steady current and a fluctuation at the frequency,

. For simplicity we can arrange that the frequencies with which fluctuate are all .

This means that the first part of the expression consists of a steady current plus some fluctuations

at frequencies well below f. We can now use a bandpass filter, designed to only pass frequencies

to strip away low and high frequencies and obtain an output

which we can re-write in the form

where

i.e. the output is a wave whose unmodulated amplitude is and is amplitude modulated by an

amount, , proportional to the input modulating signal, . The circuit therefore

behaves as an amplitude modulator. There are various ways to measure or detect the amplitude

(as opposed to the power) of a waveform. Here we'll consider one of the simplest, used by most

portable radios, etc, the Envelope Detector. This is essentially just a halfwave rectifier which

charges a capacitor to a voltage to the peak voltage of the incoming AM waveform, . When the

input wave's amplitude increases, the capacitor voltage is increased via the rectifying diode.

When the input's amplitude falls, the capacitor voltage is reduced by being discharged by a bleed

resistor, R. The main advantage of this form of AM Demodulator is that it is very simple and
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cheap! Just one diode, one capacitor, and one resistor. That's why it is used so often. However, it

does suffer from some practical problems.

The circuit relies upon the behaviour of the diode allowing current through when the input is +ve

with respect to the capacitor voltage, hence topping up the capacitor voltage to the peak level,

but blocking any current from flowing back out through the diode when the input voltage is

below the capacitor voltage. Unfortunately, all real diodes are non-linear. The current they pass

varies with the applied voltage. As a result, the demodulated output is slightly distorted in a way

which depends upon the diode's I/V characteristic. For example, most AM transistor radios

produce output signals (music, Radio 4, etc) with about 5-10% distortion. OK for casual

listening, but hardly Hi-Fi! As a result, this simple type of AM demodulator isn't any good if we

want the recovered waveform to be an accurate representation of the original modulating

waveform. The circuit also suffers from the problems known as Ripple and Negative Peak

Clipping. These effects are illustrated in figure 9.3. The ripple effect happens because the

capacitor will be discharged a small amount in between successive peaks of the input AM wave.

The illustration shows what happens in the worst possible situation where the modulating signal

is a squarewave whose frequency isn't much lower than the carrier frequency. Similar, but less

severe, problems can arise with other modulating signals.

Consider what happens when we have a carrier frequency, , and use an envelope detector

whose time constant, . The time between successive peaks of the carrier will be

Each peak will charge the capacitor to some voltage, , which is proportional to the

modulated amplitude of the AM wave. Between each peak and the next the capacitor voltage will

therefore be discharged to
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which, provided that , is approximately the same as

The peak-to-peak size of the ripple, , will therefore be

A sudden, large reduction in the amplitude of the input AM wave means that capacitor charge

isn't being topped up by each cycle peak. The capacitor voltage therefore falls exponentially until

it reaches the new, smaller, peak value. To assess this effect, consider what happens when the

AM wave's amplitude suddenly reduces from to a much smaller value. The capacitor

voltage then declines according to

This produces the negative peak clipping effect where any swift reductions in the AM wave's

amplitude are rounded off and the output is distorted. Here we've chosen the worst possible case

of squarewave modulation. In practice the modulating signal is normally restricted to a specific

frequency range. This limits the maximum rate of fall of the AM wave's amplitude. We can

therefore hope to avoid negative peak clipping by arranging that the detector's time constant

where

and is the highest modulation frequency used in a given situation.

The above implies that we can avoid negative peak clipping by choosing a small value of .

However, to minimise ripple we want to make as large as possible. In practice we should

therefore choose a value
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to minimise the signal distortions caused by these effects. This is clearly only possible if the

modulation frequency . Envelope detectors only work satisfactorily when we ensure

this inequality is true.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:

Angle Modulation

Probability And Random Processes

Effect Of Noise On Analog Communications

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about the Theory of Frequency Modulation

 Learn about the Applications in broadcasting

 Learn about the Applications in hardware

 Learn about the Applications in sound

 Learn about the Applications in radio

 Learn about the Modulation Characteristics

Definition/Overview:

Angle modulation: Angle modulation is a class of analog modulation. These techniques are

based on altering the angle (or phase) of a sinusoidal carrier wave to transmit data, as opposed to

varying the amplitude, such as in AM transmission. The two main types of angle modulation are:

 Frequency modulation (FM)
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 Phase modulation (PM)

Key Points:

1. Theory of Frequency Modulation

In telecommunications, frequency modulation (FM) conveys information over a carrier wave by

varying its frequency (contrast this with amplitude modulation, in which the amplitude of the

carrier is varied while its frequency remains constant). In analog applications, the instantaneous

frequency of the carrier is directly proportional to the instantaneous value of the input signal.

Digital data can be sent by shifting the carrier's frequency among a set of discrete values, a

technique known as frequency-shift keying. Suppose the baseband data signal (the message) to

be transmitted is:

and is restricted in amplitude to be

and the sinusoidal carrier is

where fc is the carrier's base frequency and Ac is the carrier's amplitude. The modulator combines

the carrier with the baseband data signal to get the transmitted signal,

In this equation, is the instantaneous frequency of the oscillator and is the frequency

deviation, which represents the maximum shift away from fc in one direction, assuming xm(t) is
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limited to the range 1. Although it may seem that this limits the frequencies in use to fc fΔ, this

neglects the distinction between instantaneous frequency and spectral frequency. The frequency

spectrum of an actual FM signal has components extending out to infinite frequency, although

they become negligibly small beyond a point. The harmonic distribution of a sine wave carrier

modulated by a sine wave signal can be represented with Bessel functions - this provides a basis

for a mathematical understanding of frequency modulation in the frequency domain.

2. Applications in broadcasting

FM is commonly used at VHF radio frequencies for high-fidelity broadcasts of music and

speech. Normal (analog) TV sound is also broadcast using FM. A narrow band form is used for

voice communications in commercial and amateur radio settings. The type of FM used in

broadcast is generally called wide-FM, or W-FM. In two-way radio, narrowband narrow-fm (N-

FM) is used to conserve bandwidth. In addition, it is used to send signals into space.

3. Applications in hardware

FM is also used at intermediate frequencies by all analog VCR systems, including VHS, to

record both the luminance (black and white) and the chrominance portions of the video signal.

FM is the only feasible method of recording video to and retrieving video from magnetic tape

without extreme distortion, as video signals have a very large range of frequency components

from a few hertz to several megahertz, too wide for equalizers to work with due to electronic

noise below -60 dB. FM also keeps the tape at saturation level, and therefore acts as a form of

noise reduction, and a simple limiter can mask variations in the playback output, and the FM

capture effect removes print-through and pre-echo. A continuous pilot-tone, if added to the

signal as was done on V2000 and many Hi-band formats can keep mechanical jitter under

control and assist timebase correction. These FM systems are unique in that they have a ratio of

carrier to maximum modulation frequency of less than two.(Contrast FM audio broadcasting

where the ratio is around 10,000.)
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3. Applications in sound

FM is also used at audio frequencies to synthesize sound. This technique, known as FM

synthesis, was popularized by early digital synthesizers and became a standard feature for several

generations of personal computer sound cards.

4. Applications in radio

As the name implies, wideband FM (W-FM) requires a wider signal bandwidth than amplitude

modulation by an equivalent modulating signal, but this also makes the signal more robust

against noise and interference. Frequency modulation is also more robust against simple signal

amplitude fading phenomena. As a result, FM was chosen as the modulation standard for high

frequency, high fidelity radio transmission: hence the term "FM radio" (although for many years

the BBC called it "VHF radio", because commercial FM broadcasting uses a well-known part of

the VHF band; in certain countries, expressions referencing the more familiar wavelength notion

are still used in place of the more abstract modulation technique name).

FM receivers employ a special detector for FM signals and exhibit a phenomenon called capture

effect, where the tuner is able to clearly receive the stronger of two stations being broadcast on

the same frequency. Problematically however, frequency drift or lack of selectivity may cause

one station or signal to be suddenly overtaken by another on an adjacent channel. Frequency drift

typically constituted a problem on very old or inexpensive receivers, while inadequate selectivity

may plague any tuner.

An FM signal can also be used to carry a stereo signal:. However, this is done by using

multiplexing and demultiplexing before and after the FM process, and is not part of FM proper.

The rest of this article ignores the stereo multiplexing and demultiplexing process used in "stereo

FM", and concentrates on the FM modulation and demodulation process, which is identical in

stereo and mono processes. A high-efficiency radio-frequency switching amplifier can be used to

transmit FM signals (and other constant-amplitude signals). For a given signal strength

(measured at the receiver antenna), switching amplifiers use less battery power and typically cost
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less than a linear amplifier. This gives FM another advantage over other modulation schemes

that require linear amplifiers, such as AM and QAM.

5. Modulation Characteristics

5.1. Pre-emphasis and de-emphasis

Random noise has a 'triangular' spectral distribution in an FM system, with the effect that

noise occurs predominantly at the highest frequencies within the baseband. This can be

offset, to a limited extent, by boosting the high frequencies before transmission and

reducing them by a corresponding amount in the receiver. Reducing the high frequencies

in the receiver also reduces the high-frequency noise. These processes of boosting and

then reducing certain frequencies are known as pre-emphasis and de-emphasis,

respectively. The amount of pre-emphasis and de-emphasis used is defined by the time

constant of a simple RC filter circuit. In most of the world a 50 s time constant is used. In

North America, 75 s is used. This applies to both mono and stereo transmissions and to

baseband audio (not the subcarriers). The amount of pre-emphasis that can be applied is

limited by the fact that many forms of contemporary music contain more high-frequency

energy than the musical styles which prevailed at the birth of FM broadcasting. They

cannot be pre-emphasized as much because it would cause excessive deviation of the FM

carrier. (Systems more modern than FM broadcasting tend to use either programme-

dependent variable pre-emphasise.g. dbx in the BTSC TV sound systemor none at all.)

5.2. FM stereo

In the late 1950s, several systems to add stereo to FM radio were considered by the FCC.

Included were systems from 14 proponents including Crosley, Halstead, Electrical and

Musical Industries, Ltd (EMI), Zenith Electronics Corporation and General Electric. The

individual systems were evaluated for their strengths and weaknesses during field tests in
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Uniontown, Pennsylvania using KDKA-FM in Pittsburgh as the originating station. The

Crosley system was rejected by the FCC because it degraded the signal-to-noise ratio of

the main channel and did not perform well under multipath RF conditions. In addition it

did not allow for SCA services because of its wide FM sub-carrier bandwidth. The

Halstead system was rejected due to lack of high frequency stereo separation and

reduction in the main channel signal-to-noise ratio. The GE and Zenith systems, so

similar that they were considered theoretically identical, were formally approved by the

FCC in April 1961 as the standard stereo FM broadcasting method in the USA and later

adopted by most other countries.

It is important that stereo broadcasts should be compatible with mono receivers. For this

reason, the left (L) and right (R) channels are algebraically encoded into sum (L+R) and

difference (L−R) signals. A mono receiver will use just the L+R signal so the listener will

hear both channels in the single loudspeaker. A stereo receiver will add the L+R and L−R

signals to recover the Left channel, and subtract the L+R and L−R signals to recover the

Right channel. The (L+R) Main channel signal is transmitted as baseband audio in the

range of 30 Hz to 15 kHz. The (L−R) Sub-channel signal is modulated onto a 38 kHz

double-sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC) signal occupying the baseband range of 23

to 53 kHz.

A 19 kHz pilot tone, at exactly half the 38 kHz sub-carrier frequency and with a precisely

defined phase relationship to it, is also generated. This is transmitted at 810% of overall

modulation level and used by the receiver to regenerate the 38 kHz sub-carrier with the

correct phase. The final multiplex signal from the stereo generator contains the Main

Channel (L+R), the pilot tone, and the sub-channel (L−R). This composite signal, along

with any other sub-carriers (SCA), modulates the FM transmitter. Converting the

multiplex signal back into left and right audio signals is performed by a stereo decoder,

which is built into stereo receivers.
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In order to preserve stereo separation and signal-to-noise parameters, it is normal practice

to apply pre-emphasis to the left and right channels before encoding, and to apply de-

emphasis at the receiver after decoding. Stereo FM signals are more susceptible to noise

and multipath distortion than are mono FM signals. This is due to imbalance of FM

sideband ratios of the additional modulating signals created by the pilot tone and the sub-

carrier channel. In addition, for a given RF level at the receiver, the signal-to-noise ratio

for the stereo signal will be worse than for the mono receiver. The point at which the

receiver input RF level reaches maximum monaural signal-to-noise ratio will be 23 dB

lower than the receiver input RF level for maximum stereo signal-to-noise ratio. For this

reason many FM stereo receivers include a stereo/mono switch to allow listening in mono

when reception conditions are less than ideal, and most car radios are arranged to reduce

the separation as the signal-to-noise ratio worsens, eventually going to mono while still

indicating a stereo signal is being received. However, in the XDR-F1HD tuner, Sony

employs adaptive noise reduction technology which practically eliminates perceived

stereo noise while retaining an acceptable degree of separation.

5.3. Baseband and audio processing

Csicsatka and Linz offer a good description of the composition of the FM stereo

baseband (MPX). A stereo signal has wider bandwidth than an FM mono signal.

According to Carson's rule the bandwidth is twice the deviation plus twice the maximum

transmitted frequency. For 75 kHz deviation and a 53 kHz MPX frequency limit,

bandwidth is 256 kHz. Based on peak-to-average ratios, human voice has lower loudness

than music, as noted by Leonard Kahn and Oscar Bonello. This is due to the asymmetry

of the sound waves produced by vocal cords.. Audio processing can improve voice

loudness levels relative to music levels as broadcast. The FM broadcast transmission

system needs a stage of audio processing in order to get good coverage and audio quality.

The audio processing improves the sensation of sound quality. An improvement in the

coverage area of FM stereo transmission by the use of multiband audio processing had

previously been recognized. The amount of improvement was quantified by Oscar

Bonello, who predicted increases in area generally in the range of 3050 percent.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Define Probability Theory and Random Variable

 Learn about Discrete Probability Distribution

 Learn about Continuous Probability Distribution

 Learn about Applications of Probability Theory

Definition/Overview:

Probability Theory: Probability theory is the branch of mathematics concerned with analysis of

random phenomena. The central objects of probability theory are random variables, stochastic

processes, and events: mathematical abstractions of non-deterministic events or measured

quantities that may either be single occurrences or evolve over time in an apparently random

fashion. Although an individual coin toss or the roll of a die is a random event, if repeated many

times the sequence of random events will exhibit certain statistical patterns, which can be studied

and predicted. Two representative mathematical results describing such patterns are the law of

large numbers and the central limit theorem. As a mathematical foundation for statistics,

probability theory is essential to many human activities that involve quantitative analysis of large

sets of data. Methods of probability theory also apply to description of complex systems given

only partial knowledge of their state, as in statistical mechanics. A great discovery of twentieth

century physics was the probabilistic nature of physical phenomena at atomic scales, described in

quantum mechanics.

Random Variable: In mathematics, random variables are used in the study of chance and

probability. They were developed to assist in the analysis of games of chance, stochastic events,
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and the results of scientific experiments by capturing only the mathematical properties necessary

to answer probabilistic questions. Further formalizations have firmly grounded the entity in the

theoretical domains of mathematics by making use of measure theory. Fortunately, the language

and structure of random variables can be grasped at various levels of mathematical fluency. Set

theory and calculus are fundamental.

Broadly, there are two types of random variables discrete and continuous. Discrete random

variables take on one of a set of specific values, each with some probability greater than zero.

Continuous random variables can be realized with any of a range of values (e.g., a real number

between zero and one), and so there are several ranges (e.g. 0 to one half) that have a probability

greater than zero of occurring. A random variable has either an associated probability

distribution (discrete random variable) or probability density function (continuous random

variable).

Key Points:

1. Discrete Probability Distribution

In probability theory, a probability distribution is called discrete if it is characterized by a

probability mass function. Thus, the distribution of a random variable X is discrete, and X is then

called a discrete random variable, if

as u runs through the set of all possible values of X. If a random variable is discrete, then the set

of all values that it can assume with non-zero probability is finite or countably infinite, because

the sum of uncountably many positive real numbers (which is the least upper bound of the set of

all finite partial sums) always diverges to infinity. Typically, this set of possible values is a

topologically discrete set in the sense that all its points are isolated points. But, there are discrete

random variables for which this countable set is dense on the real line. Among the most well-
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known discrete probability distributions that are used for statical modelling are the Poisson

distribution, the Bernoulli distribution, the binomial distribution, the geometric distribution, and

the negative binomial distribution. In addition, the discrete uniform distribution is commonly

used in computer programs that make equal-probability random selections between a number of

choices.

2. Continuous Probability Distribution

In probability theory, a probability distribution is called continuous if its cumulative distribution

function is continuous. This is equivalent to saying that for random variables X with the

distribution in question, Pr[X = a] = 0 for all real numbers a, i.e.: the probability that X attains

the value a is zero, for any number a. If the distribution of X is continuous then X is called a

continuous random variable.

While for a discrete probability distribution an event with probability zero is impossible (e.g.

rolling 3.5 on a standard die is impossible, and has probability zero), this is not true in the case of

a continuous random variable. For example, if one measures the width of an oak leaf, the result

3.5 cm is possible, but has probability zero because there are infinitely many possible values

even between 3cm and 4cm. Each of these individual outcomes has probability zero, yet the

probability that the outcome will fall into that interval is nonzero. This apparent paradox is

resolved by the fact that the probability that X attains some value within an infinite set, such as

an interval, cannot be found by naively adding the probabilities for individual values. Formally,

each value has an infinitesimally small probability, which statistically is equivalent to zero.

Under an alternative and stronger definition, the term "continuous probability distribution" is

reserved for distributions that have probability density functions. These are most precisely called

absolutely continuous random variables. For a random variable X, being absolutely continuous is

equivalent to saying that the probability that X attains a value in any given subset S of its range

with Lebesgue measure zero is equal to zero. This does not follow from the condition Pr[X = a]

= 0 for all real numbers a, since there are uncountable sets with Lebesgue-measure zero (e.g. the

Cantor set). A random variable with the Cantor distribution is continuous according to the first

convention, but according to the second, it is not (absolutely) continuous. Also, it is not discrete
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nor a weighted average of discrete and absolutely continuous random variables. In practical

applications, random variables are often either discrete or absolutely continuous, although

mixtures of the two also arise naturally. The normal distribution, continuous uniform

distribution, Beta distribution, and Gamma distribution are well known absolutely continuous

distributions. The normal distribution, also called the Gaussian or the bell curve, is ubiquitous in

nature and statistics due to the central limit theorem: every variable that can be modelled as a

sum of many small independent variables is approximately normal.

3. Applications of Probability Theory

Two major applications of probability theory in everyday life are in risk assessment and in trade

on commodity markets. Governments typically apply probabilistic methods in environmental

regulation where it is called "pathway analysis", often measuring well-being using methods that

are stochastic in nature, and choosing projects to undertake based on statistical analyses of their

probable effect on the population as a whole. A good example is the effect of the perceived

probability of any widespread Middle East conflict on oil prices - which have ripple effects in the

economy as a whole. An assessment by a commodity trader that a war is more likely vs. less

likely sends prices up or down, and signals other traders of that opinion. Accordingly, the

probabilities are not assessed independently nor necessarily very rationally. The theory of

behavioral finance emerged to describe the effect of such groupthink on pricing, on policy, and

on peace and conflict.

It can reasonably be said that the discovery of rigorous methods to assess and combine

probability assessments has had a profound effect on modern society. Accordingly, it may be of

some importance to most citizens to understand how odds and probability assessments are made,

and how they contribute to reputations and to decisions, especially in a democracy. Another

significant application of probability theory in everyday life is reliability. Many consumer

products, such as automobiles and consumer electronics, utilize reliability theory in the design of

the product in order to reduce the probability of failure. The probability of failure may be closely

associated with the product's warranty.
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Define Noise

 Learn about Electronic Noise

 Learn about Analog Signal and Modulation

 Learn about Signals

 Learn about ADC Structures

 Learn about Applications of ADC

Definition/Overview:

Noise: In common use, the word noise means unwanted sound or noise pollution. In electronics

noise can refer to the electronic signal corresponding to acoustic noise (in an audio system) or

the electronic signal corresponding to the (visual) noise commonly seen as 'snow' on a degraded

television or video image. In signal processing or computing it can be considered data without

meaning; that is, data that is not being used to transmit a signal, but is simply produced as an

unwanted by-product of other activities. In Information Theory, however, noise is still

considered to be information. In a broader sense, film grain or even advertisements in web pages

can be considered noise. Noise can block, distort, or change/interfere with the meaning of a

message in both human and electronic communication. In many of these areas, the special case

of thermal noise arises, which sets a fundamental lower limit to what can be measured or

signaled and is related to basic physical processes at the molecular level described by well-

established thermodynamics considerations, some of which are expressible by relatively well

known simple formulae.
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Key Points:

1. Electronic Noise

Electronic noise exists in all circuits and devices as a result of thermal noise, also referred to as

Johnson Noise. Semiconductor devices can also contribute flicker noise and generation-

recombination noise. In any electronic circuit, there exist random variations in current or voltage

caused by the random movement of the electrons carrying the current as they are jolted around

by thermal energy. Lower temperature results in lower thermal noise. This same phenomenon

limits the minimum signal level that any radio receiver can usefully respond to, because there

will always be a small but significant amount of thermal noise arising in its input circuits. This is

why radio telescopes, which search for very low levels of signal from stars, use front-end low-

noise amplifier circuits, usually mounted on the aerial dish, and cooled with liquid nitrogen.

2. Analog Signal and Modulation

n analog signal uses some property of the medium to convey the signal's information. For

example, an aneroid barometer uses rotary position as the signal to convey pressure information.

Electrically, the property most commonly used is voltage followed closely by frequency, current,

and charge. Any information may be conveyed by an analog signal; often such a signal is a

measured response to changes in physical phenomena, such as sound, light, temperature,

position, or pressure, and is achieved using a transducer.

For example, in sound recording, fluctuations in air pressure (that is to say, sound) strike the

diaphragm of a microphone which causes corresponding fluctuations in a voltage or the current

in an electric circuit. The voltage or the current is said to be an "analog" of the sound. Any

measured analog signal must theoretically have noise and a finite slew rate. Therefore, both

analog and digital systems are subject to limitations in resolution and bandwidth. In practice, as

analog systems become more complex, effects such as non-linearity and noise ultimately degrade

analog resolution to such extent that the performance of digital systems may surpass it. In analog
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systems, it is difficult to detect when such degradation occurs. However, in digital systems,

degradation can not only be detected but corrected as well.

Another method of conveying an analog signal is to use modulation. In this, some base signal

(e.g., a sinusoidal carrier wave) has one of its properties modulated: amplitude modulation

involves altering the amplitude of a sinusoidal voltage waveform by the source information,

frequency modulation changes the frequency. Other techniques, such as changing the phase of

the base signal also work. Analog circuits do not involve quantisation of information into digital

format. The concept being measured over the circuit, whether sound, light, pressure, temperature,

or an exceeded limit, remains from end to end.

3. Signals

While any signal can be used in analog signal processing, there are many types of signals that are

used very frequently.

3.1. Sinusoids

Sinusoids are the building block of analog signal processing. Theorem states that all real

world signals can be represented by a sum of sinusoids. A sinusoid can be represented by

a complex exponential, e^{st}.

3.2. Impulse

An impulse (Dirac delta function) is defined as a signal that has an infinite magnitude and

an infinitesimally narrow width with an area under it of one, centered at zero. An impulse

can be represented as an infinite sum of sinusoids that includes all possible frequencies.

This definition is really hard to use in real life, so most engineers conceptualize it to a

signal that is one at zero and zero everywhere else. The symbol for an impulse is delta(t).
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If an impulse is used as an input to a system, the output is known as the impulse response.

The impulse response defines the system because all possible frequencies are represented

in the input.

3.3. Step

A step function is a signal that has a magnitude of zero before zero and a magnitude of

one after zero. The symbol for a step is u(t). If a step is used as the input to a system, the

output is called the step response. The step response shows how a system responds to a

sudden input, similar to turning on a switch. The period before the output stabilizes is

called the transient part of a signal. The step response can be multiplied with other signals

to show how the system responds when an input is suddenly turned on.

4. ADC Structures

These are the most common ways of implementing an electronic ADC:

 A direct conversion ADC or flash ADC has a bank of comparators, each firing for their

decoded voltage range. The comparator bank feeds a logic circuit that generates a code for each

voltage range. Direct conversion is very fast, but usually has only 8 bits of resolution (255

comparators - since the number of comparators required is 2n - 1) or fewer, as it needs a large,

expensive circuit. ADCs of this type have a large die size, a high input capacitance, and are

prone to produce glitches on the output (by outputting an out-of-sequence code). Scaling to

newer submicron technologies does not help as the device mismatch is the dominant design

limitation. They are often used for video, wideband communications or other fast signals in

optical storage.

 A successive-approximation ADC uses a comparator to reject ranges of voltages, eventually

settling on a final voltage range. Successive approximation works by constantly comparing the

input voltage to the output of an internal digital to analog converter (DAC, fed by the current

value of the approximation) until the best approximation is achieved. At each step in this

process, a binary value of the approximation is stored in a successive approximation register
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(SAR). The SAR uses a reference voltage (which is the largest signal the ADC is to convert) for

comparisons. For example if the input voltage is 60 V and the reference voltage is 100 V, in the

1st clock cycle, 60 V is compared to 50 V (the reference, divided by two. This is the voltage at

the output of the internal DAC when the input is a '1' followed by zeros), and the voltage from

the comparator is positive (or '1') (because 60 V is greater than 50 V). At this point the first

binary digit (MSB) is set to a '1'. In the 2nd clock cycle the input voltage is compared to 75 V

(being halfway between 100 and 50 V: This is the output of the internal DAC when its input is

'11' followed by zeros) because 60 V is less than 75 V, the comparator output is now negative (or

'0'). The second binary digit is therefore set to a '0'. In the 3rd clock cycle, the input voltage is

compared with 62.5 V (halfway between 50 V and 75 V: This is the output of the internal DAC

when its input is '101' followed by zeros). The output of the comparator is negative or '0'

(because 60 V is less than 62.5 V) so the third binary digit is set to a 0. The fourth clock cycle

similarly results in the fourth digit being a '1' (60 V is greater than 56.25 V, the DAC output for

'1001' followed by zeros). The result of this would be in the binary form 1001. This is also called

bit-weighting conversion, and is similar to a binary search. The analogue value is rounded to the

nearest binary value below, meaning this converter type is mid-rise. Because the approximations

are successive (not simultaneous), the conversion takes one clock-cycle for each bit of resolution

desired. The clock frequency must be equal to the sampling frequency multiplied by the number

of bits of resolution desired. For example, to sample audio at 44.1 kHz with 32 bit resolution, a

clock frequency of over 1.4 MHz would be required. ADCs of this type have good resolutions

and quite wide ranges. They are more complex than some other designs.

 A ramp-compare ADC (also called integrating, dual-slope or multi-slope ADC) produces a

saw-tooth signal that ramps up, then quickly falls to zero. When the ramp starts, a timer starts

counting. When the ramp voltage matches the input, a comparator fires, and the timer's value is

recorded. Timed ramp converters require the least number of transistors. The ramp time is

sensitive to temperature because the circuit generating the ramp is often just some simple

oscillator. There are two solutions: use a clocked counter driving a DAC and then use the

comparator to preserve the counter's value, or calibrate the timed ramp. A special advantage of

the ramp-compare system is that comparing a second signal just requires another comparator,

and another register to store the voltage value. A very simple (non-linear) ramp-converter can be

implemented with a microcontroller and one resistor and capacitor. Vice versa a filled capacitor
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can be taken from an integrator, time-to-amplitude converter, phase detector, sample and hold

circuit, or peak and hold circuit and discharged. This has the advantage that a slow comparator

cannot be disturbed by fast input changes.

 A delta-encoded ADC has an up-down counter that feeds a digital to analog converter (DAC).

The input signal and the DAC both go to a comparator. The comparator controls the counter. The

circuit uses negative feedback from the comparator to adjust the counter until the DAC's output

is close enough to the input signal. The number is read from the counter. Delta converters have

very wide ranges, and high resolution, but the conversion time is dependent on the input signal

level, though it will always have a guaranteed worst-case. Delta converters are often very good

choices to read real-world signals. Most signals from physical systems do not change abruptly.

Some converters combine the delta and successive approximation approaches; this works

especially well when high frequencies are known to be small in magnitude.

 A pipeline ADC (also called subranging quantizer) uses two or more steps of subranging.

First, a coarse conversion is done. In a second step, the difference to the input signal is

determined with a digital to analog converter (DAC). This difference is then converted finer, and

the results are combined in a last step. This can be considered a refinement of the successive

approximation ADC wherein the feedback reference signal consists of the interim conversion of

a whole range of bits (for example, four bits) rather than just the next-most-significant bit. By

combining the merits of the successive approximation and flash ADCs this type is fast, has a

high resolution, and only requires a small die size.

 A Sigma-Delta ADC (also known as a Delta-Sigma ADC) oversamples the desired signal by a

large factor and filters the desired signal band. Generally a smaller number of bits than required

are converted using a Flash ADC after the Filter. The resulting signal, along with the error

generated by the discrete levels of the Flash, is fed back and subtracted from the input to the

filter. This negative feedback has the effect of noise shaping the error due to the Flash so that it

does not appear in the desired signal frequencies. A digital filter (decimation filter) follows the

ADC which reduces the sampling rate, filters off unwanted noise signal and increases the

resolution of the output. (sigma-delta modulation, also called delta-sigma modulation)

 A Time-stretch analog-to-digital converter (TS-ADC) digitizes a very wide bandwidth analog

signal, that cannot be digitized by a conventional electronic ADC, by time-stretching the signal

prior to digitization. It commonly uses a photonic preprocessor frontend to time-stretch the
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signal, which effectively slows the signal down in time and compresses its bandwidth. As a

result, an electronic backend ADC, that would have been too slow to capture the original signal,

can now capture this slowed down signal. For continuous capture of the signal, the frontend also

divides the signal into multiple segments in addition to time-stretching. Each segment is

individually digitized by a separate electronic ADC. Finally, a digital signal processor rearranges

the samples and removes any distortions added by the frontend to yield the binary data that is the

digital representation of the original analog signal.

5. Applications of ADC

5.1. Application to Music Recording

ADCs are integral to current music reproduction technology. Since much music

production is done on computers, when an analog recording is used, an ADC is needed to

create the PCM data stream that goes onto a compact disc. The current crop of AD

converters utilized in music can sample at rates up to 192 kilohertz. Many people in the

business consider this an overkill and pure marketing hype, due to the Nyquist-Shannon

sampling theorem. Simply put, they say the analog waveform does not have enough

information in it to necessitate such high sampling rates, and typical recording techniques

for high-fidelity audio are usually sampled at either 44.1 kHz (the standard for CD) or 48

kHz (commonly used for radio/TV broadcast applications).

However, this kind of bandwidth headroom allows the use of cheaper or faster anti-

aliasing filters of less severe filtering slopes. The proponents of oversampling assert that

such shallower anti-aliasing filters produce less deleterious effects on sound quality,

exactly because of their gentler slopes. Others prefer entirely filterless AD conversion,

arguing that aliasing is less detrimental to sound perception than pre-conversion

brickwall filtering. Considerable literature exists on these matters, but commercial

considerations often play a significant role. Most high-profile recording studios record in
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24-bit/192-176.4 kHz PCM or in DSD formats, and then downsample or decimate the

signal for Red-Book CD production.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:

Analog To Digital Conversion

Digital Modulation In Awgn Baseband Channels

Transmission Through Bandlimited Awgn Channels

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about the Sampling and Sampling Theory

 Learn about the sampling process

 Learn about the Practical considerations

 Learn about Quantization

 Learn about Quantization and Data Compression

Definition/Overview:

NyquistShannon sampling theorem: The NyquistShannon sampling theorem is a fundamental

result in the field of information theory, in particular telecommunications and signal processing.

Sampling is the process of converting a signal (for example, a function of continuous time or

space) into a numeric sequence (a function of discrete time or space). The theorem states: If a

function x(t) contains no frequencies higher than B cps, it is completely determined by giving its

ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/(2B) seconds apart.
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In essence the theorem shows that an analog signal that has been sampled can be perfectly

reconstructed from the samples if the sampling rate exceeds 2B samples per second, where B is

the highest frequency in the original signal. If a signal contains a component at exactly B hertz,

then samples spaced at exactly 1/(2B) seconds do not completely determine the signal, Shannon's

statement notwithstanding. More recent statements of the theorem are sometimes careful to

exclude the equality condition; that is, the condition is if x(t) contains no frequencies higher than

or equal to B; this condition is equivalent to Shannon's except when the function includes a

steady sinusoidal component at exactly frequency B.

The assumptions necessary to prove the theorem form a mathematical model that is only an

idealization of any real-world situation. The conclusion that perfect reconstruction is possible is

mathematically correct for the model but only an approximation for actual signals and actual

sampling techniques. The theorem also leads to a formula for reconstruction of the original

signal. The constructive proof of the theorem leads to an understanding of the aliasing that can

occur when a sampling system does not satisfy the conditions of the theorem. The

NyquistShannon sampling theorem is also known to be a sufficient condition. The field of

Compressed sensing provides a stricter sampling condition when the underlying signal is known

to be sparse. Compressed sensing specifically yields a sub-Nyquist sampling criterion.

Key Points:

1. Sampling and Sampling Theory

In signal processing, sampling is the reduction of a continuous signal to a discrete signal. A

common example is the conversion of a sound wave (a continuous-time signal) to a sequence of

samples (a discrete-time signal). A sample refers to a value or set of values at a point in time

and/or space. A sampler is a subsystem or operation that extracts samples from a continuous

signal. A theoretical ideal sampler produces samples equivalent to the instantaneous value of the

continuous signal at the desired points. For convenience, we will discuss signals which vary with
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time. However, the same results can be applied to signals varying in space or in any other

dimension. Let x(t) be a continuous signal which is to be sampled, and that sampling is

performed by measuring the value of the continuous signal every T seconds, which is called the

sampling interval. Thus, the sampled signal x[n] given by:

x[n] = x(nT), with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

The sampling frequency or sampling rate fs is defined as the number of samples obtained in one

second, or fs = 1/T. The sampling rate is measured in hertz or in samples per second.

We can now ask: under what circumstances is it possible to reconstruct the original signal

completely and exactly (perfect reconstruction)? A partial answer is provided by the

NyquistShannon sampling theorem, which provides a sufficient (but not always necessary)

condition under which perfect reconstruction is possible. The sampling theorem guarantees that

bandlimited signals (i.e., signals which have a maximum frequency) can be reconstructed

perfectly from their sampled version, if the sampling rate is more than twice the maximum

frequency. Reconstruction in this case can be achieved using the WhittakerShannon interpolation

formula. The frequency equal to one-half of the sampling rate is therefore a bound on the highest

frequency that can be unambiguously represented by the sampled signal.

This frequency (half the sampling rate) is called the Nyquist frequency of the sampling system.

Frequencies above the Nyquist frequency fN can be observed in the sampled signal, but their

frequency is ambiguous. That is, a frequency component with frequency f cannot be

distinguished from other components with frequencies NfN + f and NfN f for nonzero integers

N. This ambiguity is called aliasing. To handle this problem as gracefully as possible, most

analog signals are filtered with an anti-aliasing filter (usually a low-pass filter with cutoff near

the Nyquist frequency) before conversion to the sampled discrete representation.
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2. The sampling process

The theorem describes two processes in signal processing: a sampling process, in which a

continuous time signal is converted to a discrete time signal, and a reconstruction process, in

which the original continuous signal is recovered from the discrete time signal.

The continuous signal varies over time (or space in a digitized image, or another independent

variable in some other application) and the sampling process is performed by measuring the

continuous signal's value every T units of time (or space), which is called the sampling interval.

In practice, for signals that are a function of time, the sampling interval is typically quite small,

on the order of milliseconds, microseconds, or less. This results in a sequence of numbers, called

samples, to represent the original signal. Each sample value is associated with the instant in time

when it was measured. The reciprocal of the sampling interval (1/T) is the sampling frequency

denoted fs, which is measured in samples per unit of time. If T is expressed in seconds, then fs is

expressed in Hz.

Reconstruction of the original signal is an interpolation process that mathematically defines a

continuous-time signal x(t) from the discrete samples x[n] and at times in between the sample

instants nT.

 The procedure: Each sample value is multiplied by the sinc function scaled so that the zero-

crossings of the sinc function occur at the sampling instants and that the sinc function's central

point is shifted to the time of that sample, nT. All of these shifted and scaled functions are then

added together to recover the original signal. The scaled and time-shifted sinc functions are

continuous making the sum of these also continuous, so the result of this operation is a

continuous signal. This procedure is represented by the WhittakerShannon interpolation formula.

 The condition: The signal obtained from this reconstruction process can have no frequencies

higher than one-half the sampling frequency. According to the theorem, the reconstructed signal

will match the original signal provided that the original signal contains no frequencies at or

above this limit. This condition is called the Nyquist criterion, or sometimes the Raabe

condition.

If the original signal contains a frequency component equal to one-half the sampling rate, the

condition is not satisfied. The resulting reconstructed signal may have a component at that

frequency, but the amplitude and phase of that component generally will not match the original

component.
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This reconstruction or interpolation using sinc functions is not the only interpolation scheme.

Indeed, it is impossible in practice because it requires summing an infinite number of terms.

However, it is the interpolation method that in theory exactly reconstructs any given bandlimited

x(t) with any bandlimit B < 1/2T); any other method that does so is formally equivalent to it.

3. Practical considerations

A few consequences can be drawn from the theorem:

 If the highest frequency B in the original signal is known, the theorem gives the lower bound on

the sampling frequency for which perfect reconstruction can be assured. This lower bound to the

sampling frequency, 2B, is called the Nyquist rate.

 If instead the sampling frequency is known, the theorem gives us an upper bound for frequency

components, B<fs/2, of the signal to allow for perfect reconstruction. This upper bound is the

Nyquist frequency, denoted fN.

 Both of these cases imply that the signal to be sampled must be bandlimited; that is, any

component of this signal which has a frequency above a certain bound should be zero, or at least

sufficiently close to zero to allow us to neglect its influence on the resulting reconstruction. In

the first case, the condition of bandlimitation of the sampled signal can be accomplished by

assuming a model of the signal which can be analysed in terms of the frequency components it

contains; for example, sounds that are made by a speaking human normally contain very small

frequency components at or above 10 kHz and it is then sufficient to sample such an audio signal

with a sampling frequency of at least 20 kHz. For the second case, we have to assure that the

sampled signal is bandlimited such that frequency components at or above half of the sampling

frequency can be neglected. This is usually accomplished by means of a suitable low-pass filter;

for example, if it is desired to sample speech waveforms at 8 kHz, the signals should first be

lowpass filtered to below 4 kHz.

 In practice, neither of the two statements of the sampling theorem described above can be

completely satisfied, and neither can the reconstruction formula be precisely implemented. The

reconstruction process that involves scaled and delayed sinc functions can be described as ideal.

It cannot be realized in practice since it implies that each sample contributes to the reconstructed

signal at almost all time points, requiring summing an infinite number of terms. Instead, some
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type of approximation of the sinc functions, finite in length, has to be used. The error that

corresponds to the sinc-function approximation is referred to as interpolation error. Practical

digital-to-analog converters produce neither scaled and delayed sinc functions nor ideal impulses

(that if ideally low-pass filtered would yield the original signal), but a sequence of scaled and

delayed rectangular pulses. This practical piecewise-constant output can be modeled as a zero-

order hold filter driven by the sequence of scaled and delayed dirac impulses referred to in the

mathematical basis section below. A shaping filter is sometimes used after the DAC with zero-

order hold to make a better overall approximation.

 Furthermore, in practice, a signal can never be perfectly bandlimited, since ideal "brick-wall"

filters cannot be realized. All practical filters can only attenuate frequencies outside a certain

range, not remove them entirely. In addition to this, a "time-limited" signal can never be

bandlimited. This means that even if an ideal reconstruction could be made, the reconstructed

signal would not be exactly the original signal. The error that corresponds to the failure of

bandlimitation is referred to as aliasing.

 The sampling theorem does not say what happens when the conditions and procedures are not

exactly met, but its proof suggests an analytical framework in which the non-ideality can be

studied. A designer of a system that deals with sampling and reconstruction processes needs a

thorough understanding of the signal to be sampled, in particular its frequency content, the

sampling frequency, how the signal is reconstructed in terms of interpolation, and the

requirement for the total reconstruction error, including aliasing and interpolation error. These

properties and parameters may need to be carefully tuned in order to obtain a useful system.

4. Quantization

In digital signal processing, quantization is the process of approximating a continuous range of

values (or a very large set of possible discrete values) by a relatively small set of discrete

symbols or integer values. More specifically, a signal can be multi-dimensional and quantization

need not be applied to all dimensions. Discrete signals (a common mathematical model) need not

be quantized, which can be a point of confusion.
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A common use of quantization is in the conversion of a discrete signal (a sampled continuous

signal) into a digital signal by quantizing. Both of these steps (sampling and quantizing) are

performed in analog-to-digital converters with the quantization level specified in bits. A specific

example would be compact disc (CD) audio which is sampled at 44,100 Hz and quantized with

16 bits (2 bytes) which can be one of 65,536 (i.e. 216) possible values per sample. In electronics,

adaptive quantization is a quantization process that varies the step size based on the changes of

the input signal, as a means of efficient compression.Two approaches commonly used are

forward adaptive quantization and backward adaptive quantization.

5. Quantization and Data Compression

Quantization plays a major part in lossy data compression. In many cases, quantization can be

viewed as the fundamental element that distinguishes lossy data compression from lossless data

compression, and the use of quantization is nearly always motivated by the need to reduce the

amount of data needed to represent a signal. In some compression schemes, like MP3 or Vorbis,

compression is also achieved by selectively discarding some data, an action that can be analyzed

as a quantization process (e.g., a vector quantization process) or can be considered a different

kind of lossy process.

One example of a lossy compression scheme that uses quantization is JPEG image compression.

During JPEG encoding, the data representing an image (typically 8-bits for each of three color

components per pixel) is processed using a discrete cosine transform and is then quantized and

entropy coded. By reducing the precision of the transformed values using quantization, the

number of bits needed to represent the image can be reduced substantially. For example, images

can often be represented with acceptable quality using JPEG at less than 3 bits per pixel (as

opposed to the typical 24 bits per pixel needed prior to JPEG compression). Even the original

representation using 24 bits per pixel requires quantization for its PCM sampling structure.
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In modern compression technology, the entropy of the output of a quantizer matters more than

the number of possible values of its output (the number of values being 2M in the above

example). In order to determine how many bits are necessary to effect a given precision,

algorithms are used. Suppose, for example, that it is necessary to record six significant digits,

that is to say, millionths. The number of values that can be expressed by N bits is equal to two to

the Nth power. To express six decimal digits, the required number of bits is determined by

rounding (6 / log 2)where log refers to the base ten, or common, logarithmup to the nearest

integer. Since the logarithm of 2, base ten, is approximately 0.30102, the required number of bits

is then given by (6 / 0.30102), or 19.932, rounded up to the nearest integer, viz., 20 bits.

This type of quantizationwhere a set of binary digits, e.g., an arithmetic register in a CPU, are

used to represent a quantityis called Vernier quantization. It is also possible, although rather less

efficient, to rely upon equally spaced quantization levels. This is only practical when a small

range of values is expected to be captured: for example, a set of eight possible values requires

eight equally spaced quantization levelswhich is not unreasonable, although obviously less

efficient than a mere trio of binary digits (bits)but a set of, say, sixty-four possible values,

requiring sixty-four equally spaced quantization levels, can be expressed using only six bits,

which is obviously far more efficient.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about Digital Modulation

 Learn about Uses of Baseband

 Learn about Baseband Modulation

 Learn about Frequency Shift Keying
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Definition/Overview:

Digital Modulation: Digital modulation schemes transform digital signals like the one shown

below into waveforms that are compatible with the nature of the communications channel. There

are two major categories of digital modulation. One category uses a constant amplitude carrier

and the other carries the information in phase or frequency variations (FSK, PSK). The other

category conveys the information in carrier amplitude variations and is known as amplitude shift

keying (ASK). The past few years has seen a major transition from the simple amplitude

modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) to digital techniques such as Quadrate Phase

Shift Keying (QPSK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) and

Quadrate Amplitude Modulation (QAM). For designers of digital terrestrial microwave radios,

their highest priority is good bandwidth efficiency with low bit-error-rate. They have plenty of

power available and are not concerned with power efficiency. They are not especially concerned

with receiver cost or complexity because they do not have to build large numbers of them.

On the other hand, designers of hand-held cellular phones put a high priority on power efficiency

because these phones need to run on a battery. Cost is also a high priority because cellular

phones must be low-cost to encourage more users. Accordingly, these systems sacrifice some

bandwidth efficiency to get power and cost efficiency. Every time one of these efficiency

parameters (bandwidth, power or cost)is increased, another one decreases, or becomes more

complex or does not perform well in a poor environment. Cost is a dominant system priority.

Low-cost radios will always be in demand. In the past, it was possible to make a radio low-cost

by sacrificing power and bandwidth efficiency. This is no longer possible. The radio spectrum is

very valuable and operators who do not use the spectrum efficiently could lose their existing

licenses or lose out in the competition for new ones. These are the trade offs that must be

considered in digital RF (Radio Frequency) communications design. If you understand the

building blocks, then you will be able to understand how any communications system, present or

future, works.
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Key Points:

1. Uses of Baseband

 A baseband bandwidth is equal to the highest frequency of a signal or system, or an upper

bound on such frequencies. By contrast, a non-baseband (passband) bandwidth is the difference

between a highest frequency and a nonzero lowest frequency.

 A baseband signal or lowpass signal is a signal that can include frequencies that are equal to or

very near zero, by comparison with its highest frequency (for example, a sound waveform can be

considered as a baseband signal, whereas a radio signal or any other modulated signal is not).

 A baseband channel or lowpass channel (or system, or network) is a channel (e.g. a

telecommunications system) that can transfer frequencies that are equal to or very near zero.

Examples are serial cables and local area networks (LANs).

 Baseband modulation, also known as line coding, aims at transferring a digital bit stream over a

baseband channel, as an alternative to carrier-modulated approaches.

 An equivalent baseband signal or equivalent lowpass signal is in analog and digital

modulation methods with constant carrier frequency (for example ASK, PSK and QAM, but not

FSK) a complex valued representation of the modulated physical signal (the so called passband

signal or RF signal). The equivalent baseband signal is where I(t) is the

inphase signal, Q(t) the quadrature phase signal, and j the imaginary unit. In a digital modulation

method, the I(t) and Q(t) signals of each modulation symbol are evident from the constellation

diagram. The frequency spectrum of this signal includes negative as well as positive frequencies.

The physical passband signal corresponds to

where ω is the carrier angular frequency in rad/s.

 In an equivalent baseband model of a communication system, the modulated signal is replaced

by a complex valued equivalent baseband signal with carrier frequency of 0 hertz, and the RF

channel is replaced by an equivalent baseband channel model where the frequency response is

transferred to baseband frequencies.

 A signal "at baseband" is usually considered to include frequencies from near 0 Hz up to the

highest frequency in the signal with significant power.
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In general, signals can be described as including a whole range of different frequencies added

together. In telecommunications in particular, it is often the case that those parts of the signal

which are at low frequencies are 'copied' up to higher frequencies for transmission purposes,

since there are few communications media that will pass low frequencies without distortion.

Then, the original, low frequency components are referred to as the baseband signal. Typically,

the new, high-frequency copy is referred to as the 'RF' (radio-frequency) signal. The concept of

baseband signals is most often applied to real-valued signals, and systems that handle real-valued

signals. Fourier analysis of such signals includes a negative-frequency band, but the negative-

frequency information is just a mirror of the positive-frequency information, not new

information. For complex-valued signals, on the other hand, the negative frequencies carry new

information. In that case, the full two-sided bandwidth is generally quoted, rather than just the

half measured from zero; the concept of baseband can be applied by treating the real and

imaginary parts of the complex-valued signal as two different real signals.

2. Baseband Modulation

A signal at baseband is often used to modulate a higher frequency carrier wave in order that it

may be transmitted via radio. Modulation results in shifting the signal up to much higher

frequencies (radio frequencies, or RF) than it originally spanned. A key consequence of the usual

double-sideband amplitude modulation (AM) is that, usually, the range of frequencies the signal

spans (its spectral bandwidth) is doubled. Thus, the RF bandwidth of a signal (measured from the

lowest frequency as opposed to 0 Hz) is usually twice its baseband bandwidth. Steps may be

taken to reduce this effect, such as single-sideband modulation; the highest frequency of such

signals greatly exceeds the baseband bandwidth.

Some signals can be treated as baseband or not, depending on the situation. For example, a

switched analog connection in the telephone network has energy below 300 Hz and above 3400

Hz removed by bandpass filtering; since the signal has no energy very close to zero frequency, it

may not be considered a baseband signal, but in the telephone systems frequency-division

multiplexing hierarchy, it is usually treated as a baseband signal, by comparison with the
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modulated signals used for long-distance transmission. The 300 Hz lower band edge in this case

is treated as "near zero", being a small fraction of the upper band edge.

3. Frequency Shift Keying

The two binary states, logic 0 (low) and 1 (high), are each represented by an analogue waveform.

Logic 0 is represented by a wave at a specific frequency, and logic 1 is represented by a wave at

a different frequency. With binary FSK, the centre or carrier frequency is shifted by the binary

input data. Thus the input and output rates of change are equal and therefore the bit rate and baud

rate equal. The frequency of the carrier is changed as a function of the modulating signal (data),

which is being transmitted. Amplitude remains unchanged. Two fixed-amplitude carriers are

used, one for a binary zero, the other for a binary one. The general analytic expression for FSK

is;

Sin(t) = Acos2π i t 0 ≤ t ≥ T and i = 1,....,M

Where;

i = (0 + 2i - M)d

0 denotes the carrier frequency.

Generation of these waveforms maybe accomplished with a set of M separate oscillators, each

tuned to the frequency. It can be observed below that the error probability for a given signal-to-

noise ratio decrease as M increases, contrary to other modulation scheme (i.e. PSK and QAM),

but on the other hand the bandwidth efficiency decrease as M increases. It is first filtered by v(t)

to control the bandwidth of the base band signal which, in turn, partially controls the FSK signal

spectrum. The filter output signal level is then adjusted and input to a phase modulator.

The phase modulator centres the signal at frequency. The choice of a controls the frequency

deviation,away from the centre frequency for each symbol. Different choices of the low-pass
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filter characteristic and signal gain, a, control the signal bandwidth and inter symbol interference

(ISI) on the base band signal. A common filter characteristic uses a rectangular pulse shape. It

does not cause ISI but the bandwidth is relatively wide. Another choice is to use a Nyquist filter

that introduces controlled ISI but complicates the demodulator timing recovery. More aggressive

filtering, such as Gaussian filters, provide very good bandwidth control but require ISI

compensation in the demodulator. Note that base band-filtering-induced ISI is different from

multi-path-induced ISI that causes distortion on the FM signal rather than the base band.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Define Band Limited Channel and Intersymbol Interface

 Learn about the causes of Intersymbol Interface

 Learn about how to counter ISI

Definition/Overview:

Band Limited Channel: A transmission channel with defined finite bandwidth. All physically

realizable channels are band-limited by the constraints of the transmission medium and the

drivers and receivers. The bandwidth may be deliberately constrained by filtering to limit the

emission of or susceptibility to EMI.

Intersymbol Interface: In telecommunication, intersymbol interference (ISI) is a form of

distortion of a signal in which one symbol interferes with subsequent symbols. This is an

unwanted phenomenon as the previous symbols have similar effect as noise, thus making the

communication less reliable. ISI is usually caused by multipath propagation and the inherent

non-linear frequency response of a channel. ISI arises because of imperfections in the overall
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frequency response of the system. The presence of ISI in the system, however, introduces errors

in the decision device at the receiver output. Therefore, in the design of the transmitting and

receiving filters, the objective is to minimize the effects of ISI, and thereby deliver the digital

data to its destination with the smallest error rate possible. Ways to fight against intersymbol

interference include adaptive equalization and error correcting codes.

Key Points:

1. Causes of Intersymbol Interface

1.1. Multipath propagation

One of the causes of intersymbol interference is what is known as multipath propagation

in which a wireless signal from a transmitter reaches the receiver via many different

paths. The causes of this include reflection (for instance, the signal may bounce off

buildings), refraction (such as through the foliage of a tree) and atmospheric effects such

as atmospheric ducting and ionospheric reflection. Since all of these paths are different

lengths - plus some of these effects will also slow the signal down - this results in the

different versions of the signal arriving at different times. This delay means that part or

all of a given symbol will be spread into the subsequent symbols, thereby interfering with

the correct detection of those symbols. Additionally, the various paths often distort the

amplitude and/or phase of the signal thereby causing further interference with the

received signal.

1.2. Bandlimited channels

Another cause of intersymbol interference is the transmission of a signal through a

bandlimited channel, i.e., one where the frequency response is zero above a certain
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frequency (the cutoff frequency). Passing a signal through such a channel results in the

removal of frequency components above this cutoff frequency; in addition, the amplitude

of the frequency components below the cutoff frequency may also be attenuated by the

channel.

This filtering of the transmitted signal affects the shape of the pulse that arrives at the

receiver. The first image to the right demonstrates this by showing the effects of filtering

a rectangular pulse; not only is the shape of the pulse within the first symbol period

changed, but it is spread out over the subsequent symbol periods. When a message is

transmitted through such a channel, the spread pulse of each individual symbol will

interfere with following symbols. As opposed to multipath propagation, bandlimited

channels are present in both wired and wireless communications. The limitation is often

imposed by the desire to operate multiple independent signals through the same

area/cable; due to this, each system is typically allocated a piece of the total bandwidth

available. For wireless systems, they may be allocated a slice of the electromagnetic

spectrum to transmit in (for example, FM radio is often broadcast in the 87.5 MHz - 108

MHz range). This allocation is usually administered by a government agency; in the case

of the United States this is the FCC. In a wired system, such as an optical fiber cable, the

allocation will be decided by the owner of the cable.

The bandlimiting can also be due to the physical properties of the medium - for instance,

the cable being used in a wired system may have a cutoff frequency above which

practically none of the transmitted signal will propagate. Communication systems that

transmit data over bandlimited channels usually implement pulse shaping to avoid

interference caused by the bandwidth limitation. If the channel frequency response is flat

and the shaping filter has a finite bandwidh, it is possible to communicate with no ISI at

all. Often the channel response is not known beforehand, and an adaptive equalizer is

used to compensate the frequency response.
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2. Countering ISI

There are several techniques in telecommunication and data storage that try to work around the

problem of intersymbol interference.

 Design systems such that the impulse response is short enough that very little energy from one

symbol smears into the next symbol.

 Accept the fact that the overall impulse response oscillates up and down for several symbol

times. Design the system so that at the precise point where the receiver samples the current

symbol, the impulse response of all previous symbols is exactly crossing zero at that point -- in

other words, use a filter satisfying the Nyquist ISI criterion, so it has the zero-ISI property at the

sample points.

 Deliberately spread out the impulse response of a single symbol so that it is non-zero over

several sampling times. Even though it's impossible to tell the difference between a "1" bit and a

"0" bit if the receiver only looks at one sample, the receiver can take a series of samples and

figure out which binary sequence, when spread out by the (well-characterized) impulse response,

most closely matches the observed series of samples (partial response maximum likelihood

PRML). With an appropriate convolutional code (trellis modulation) on the transmitter and the

Viterbi algorithm at the receiver, this can correct for impulse noise that destroys any one sample,

because the effect of one bit will be evident in several samples.

 In the Gaussian minimum-shift keying, ISI is introduced before sending by using a Gaussian

filter: this way it is possible to recover lost symbols using the surrounding ones by the Viterbi

algorithm.

 Other techniques design symbols that are more robust against intersymbol interference.

Decreasing the symbol rate (the "baud rate"), and keeping the data bit rate constant (by coding

more bits per symbol), reduces intersymbol interference.

 Other techniques try to compensate for intersymbol interference. For example, hard drive

manufacturers found they could pack much more data on a disk platter when they switched from

Modified Frequency Modulation MFM to Partial Response Maximum Likelihood (PRML). Even

though it's impossible to tell the difference between a "1" bit and a "0" bit if you only look at the

signal during that bit, you can still tell them apart by looking at a cluster of bits at once and

figuring out which binary sequence, when smeared out by the (well-characterized on a particular
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hard drive) intersymbol interference, most closely matches the observed signal. Trellis

modulation is a closely related technique.

 Equalization is also frequently used to reduce the impact of intersymbol interference.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:

Transmission Of Digital Information Via Carrier Modulation

Selected Topics In Digital Communications

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about Multi-Carrier Modulation

 Learn about Digital Audio Broadcasting

 Learn about Digital Modulation

 Learn about Multiplexing

Definition/Overview:

Multi-Carrier Modulation: Multi-Carrier Modulation (MCM) is the principle of transmitting

data by dividing the stream into several bit streams, each of which has a much lower bit rate, and

by using these substreams to modulate several carriers. The first systems using MCM were

military HF radio links in the late 1950s and early 1960s. A special form of MCM, Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), with densely spaced subcarriers with overlapping

spectra of the modulating signal, was patented in the U.S. in 1970. OFDM abandoned the use of

steep bandpass filters that completely separated the spectrum of individual subcarriers, as it was
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common practice in older Frequency Division Multiplexing systems (e.g. in analogue SSB

telephone trunks) and still occurs in (asynchronous) Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA) private radio systems. Instead, OFDM time-domain waveforms are chosen such that

mutual orthogonality is ensured even though spectra may overlap. It appeared that such

waveform can be generated using a Fast Fourier Transform at the transmitter and receiver. For a

relatively long time, the practicality of the concept appeared limited. Implementation aspects

such as the complexity of a (Fast) Fourier Transform, appeared prohibitive, not to speak about

other problems, such as the stability of oscillators in transmitter and receiver, the linearity

required in RF power amplifiers, and the power back-off associated with this. After many years

of further intensive research in the 1980's, today we appear to be on the verge of a breakthrough

of MCM techniques. Many of the implementational problems appear solvable and MCM has

become part of several standards.

Key Points:

1. Digital Audio Broadcasting

The concept of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) for Digital Audio

Broadcasting (DAB) goes back to the end of the 1980s. Nowadays, experimental systems are in

operation, and introduction to the mass-audience is soon to follow. It may substantially improve

mobile reception of radio broadcasts. Chipsets for DAB are now being developed in the

European JESSE project, a necessary step towards mass production of receivers at low price.

Marketeers previously noticed that the introduction of a new technology is often more successful

if it replaces an old existing service than if it only offers previously unknown services. But in our

personal opinion, improved mobile radio reception by itself may not guarantee the real

breakthrough of digital broadcasting. A lesson learned from High-Definition Television (HDTV)

was that quality of reception is not the main motivation for customers to replace their equipment.

However novel multi-media oriented services can easily be introduced once DAB is operational,
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which may appear to be a substantial market. Presumably, one of the reasons to choose OFDM

as the DAB standard was the possibility to deploy single frequency networks. As MCM is robust

against fading caused by natural multipath, it can also work if signals are received from two

different transmitter sites: the mutual interference is simply experienced as artificial multipath

reception. This possibility guarantees very efficient use of scarce radio spectrum, particularly if

nationwide coverage is aimed at.

1.1. Digital Television

Developments in MPEG-2 video encoding showed that good quality television signals

can be distributed over a channel of 3 to 8 Mbit/s. Multi-Carrier signals with FFT sizes

on the order of 2k to 8k points have been proposed as the Digital Video Broadcasting

(DVB) standard to ensure reliable mobile reception of digital Terrestrial Television

broadcasting (DTTB).

As far as we can see, business plans for the introduction of DTTB appear not yet to be

fully worked out. Mobile reception of television broadcasts may not justify the enormous

costs of replacing the broadcast infrastructure: within DVB, marketing interests appear to

focus on provision of television services over cable, the twisted pair telephone subscriber

loop, or directly via satellite.

1.2. Wireless Local Area Networks

MCM was not adopted as a standard for the European HIgh PErformance Radio LAN

(HIPERLAN), presumably because of the need for highly linear RF amplifiers which are

difficult to build with the limited power available for PCMCIA add- ons. However,

HIPERLAN II and the Wireless 1394 standards adopted OFDM transmission.

The deregulation of the use of Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands for

communication allows many manufacturers to develop their own wireless equipment,

independent of the time-consuming standardization processes, that are mostly dominated

by commercial interests of a few major players. It is particularly in this field that many

small companies in the U.S. are researching novel modulation methods and improved

access methods, including OFDM and MC-CDMA.
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2. Digital Modulation

In many telecommunications systems, it is necessary to represent an information-bearing signal

with a waveform that can pass accurately through a transmission medium. This assigning of a

suitable waveform is accomplished by modulation, which is the process by which some

characteristic of a carrier wave is varied in accordance with an information signal, or modulating

wave. The modulated signal is then transmitted over a channel, after which the original

information-bearing signal is recovered through a process of demodulation. Modulation is

applied to information signals for a number of reasons, some of which are outlined below.

 Many transmission channels are characterized by limited passbandsthat is, they will pass only

certain ranges of frequencies without seriously attenuating them (reducing their amplitude).

Modulation methods must therefore be applied to the information signals in order to frequency

translate the signals into the range of frequencies that are permitted by the channel. Examples of

channels that exhibit passband characteristics include alternating-current-coupled coaxial cables,

which pass signals only in the range of 60 kilohertz to several hundred megahertz, and fibre-

optic cables, which pass light signals only within a given wavelength range without significant

attenuation. In these instances frequency translation is used to fit the information signal to the

communications channel.

 In many instances a communications channel is shared by multiple users. In order to prevent

mutual interference, each user's information signal is modulated onto an assigned carrier of a

specific frequency. When the frequency assignment and subsequent combining is done at a

central point, the resulting combination is a frequency-division multiplexed signal, as is

discussed in Multiplexing. Frequently there is no central combining point, and the

communications channel itself acts as a distributed combine. An example of the latter situation is

the broadcast radio bands (from 540 kilohertz to 600 megahertz), which permit simultaneous

transmission of multiple AM radio, FM radio, and television signals without mutual interference

as long as each signal is assigned to a different frequency band.

 Even when the communications channel can support direct transmission of the information-

bearing signal, there are often practical reasons why this is undesirable. A simple example is the

transmission of a three-kilohertz (i.e., voiceband) signal via radio wave. In free space the

wavelength of a three-kilohertz signal is 100 kilometres (60 miles). Since an effective radio

antenna is typically as large as half the wavelength of the signal, a three-kilohertz radio wave
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might require an antenna up to 50 kilometres in length. In this case translation of the voice

frequency to a higher frequency would allow the use of a much smaller antenna.

3. Multiplexing

3.1. Frequency-division Multiplexing

Because of the installation cost of a communications channel, such as a microwave link

or a coaxial cable link, it is desirable to share the channel among multiple users. Provided

that the channel's data capacity exceeds that required to support a single user, the channel

may be shared through the use of multiplexing methods. Multiplexing is the sharing of a

communications channel through local combining of signals at a common point. Two

types of multiplexing are commonly employed: frequency-division multiplexing and

time-division multiplexing.

In frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), the available bandwidth of a communications

channel is shared among multiple users by frequency translating, or modulating, each of

the individual users onto a different carrier frequency. Assuming sufficient frequency

separation of the carrier frequencies that the modulated signals do not overlap, recovery

of each of the FDM signals is possible at the receiving end. In order to prevent overlap of

the signals and to simplify filtering, each of the modulated signals is separated by a guard

band, which consists of an unused portion of the available frequency spectrum. Each user

is assigned a given frequency band for all time.

While each user's information signal may be either analog or digital, the combined FDM

signal is inherently an analog waveform. Therefore, an FDM signal must be transmitted

over an analog channel. Examples of FDM are found in some of the old long-distance

telephone transmission systems, including the American N- and L-carrier coaxial cable
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systems and analog point-to-point microwave systems. In the L-carrier system a

hierarchical combining structure is employed in which 12 voiceband signals are

frequency-division multiplexed to form a group signal in the frequency range of 60 to

108 kilohertz. Five group signals are multiplexed to form a supergroup signal in the

frequency range of 312 to 552 kilohertz, corresponding to 60 voiceband signals, and 10

supergroup signals are multiplexed to form a master group signal. In the L1 carrier

system, deployed in the 1940s, the master group was transmitted directly over coaxial

cable. For microwave systems, it was frequency modulated onto a microwave carrier

frequency for point-to-point transmission. In the L4 system, developed in the 1960s, six

master groups were combined to form a jumbo group signal of 3,600 voiceband signals.

3.2. Time-division Multiplexing

Multiplexing also may be conducted through the interleaving of time segments from

different signals onto a single transmission patha process known as time-division

multiplexing (TDM). Time-division multiplexing of multiple signals is possible only

when the available data rate of the channel exceeds the data rate of the total number of

users. While TDM may be applied to either digital or analog signals, in practice it is

applied almost always to digital signals. The resulting composite signal is thus also a

digital signal.

In a representative TDM system, data from multiple users are presented to a time-division

multiplexer. A scanning switch then selects data from each of the users in sequence to

form a composite TDM signal consisting of the interleaved data signals. Each user's data

path is assumed to be time-aligned or synchronized to each of the other users' data paths

and to the scanning mechanism. If only one bit were selected from each of the data

sources, then the scanning mechanism would select the value of the arriving bit from

each of the multiple data sources. In practice, however, the scanning mechanism usually

selects a slot of data consisting of multiple bits of each user's data; the scanner switch is
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then advanced to the next user to select another slot, and so on. Each user is assigned a

given time slot for all time.

Most modern telecommunications systems employ some form of TDM for transmission

over long-distance routes. The multiplexed signal may be sent directly over cable

systems, or it may be modulated onto a carrier signal for transmission via radio wave.

Examples of such systems include the North American T carriers as well as digital point-

to-point microwave systems. In T1 systems, introduced in 1962, 24 voiceband signals (or

the digital equivalent) are time-division multiplexed together. The voiceband signal is a

64-kilobit-per-second data stream consisting of 8-bit symbols transmitted at a rate of

8,000 symbols per second. The TDM process interleaves 24 8-bit time slots together,

along with a single frame-synchronization bit, to form a 193-bit frame. The 193-bit

frames are formed at the rate of 8,000 frames per second, resulting in an overall data rate

of 1.544 megabits per second. For transmission over more recent T-carrier systems, T1

signals are often further multiplexed to form higher-data-rate signalsagain using a

hierarchical scheme.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about DSL

 Learn about Applications of Multicarrier Modulation

 Learn about Progress in Multi-Carrier Modulation

 Learn about Dispersion

 Learn about Time Dispersion, Synchronization and Doppler Spreading

 Learn about Linerarity

 Learn about Special Forms of MultiCarrier Modulation
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Definition/Overview:

Digital Communications: Digital communications refers to the transmission of a sequence of

digital messages (a bit stream) or a digitized analog signal. This is in contrast to analog

communications. While analog communications represents a continuously varying signal by a

continously varying signal, a digital transmission can be broken down into discrete messages.

The messages are either represented by a sequence of pulses by means of a line code, or by a

limited set of analogue wave forms, using a digital modulation method.

Multi-Carrier Modulation: Multi-Carrier Modulation (MCM) is the principle of transmitting

data by dividing the stream into several bit streams, each of which has a much lower bit rate, and

by using these substreams to modulate several carriers.

Key Points:

1. DSL

In full digital subscriber line networking technology that provides broadband (high-speed)

Internet connections over conventional telephone lines. DSL technology has its roots in work

done by Bell Communications Research, Inc., in the late 1980s to explore the feasibility of

sending broadband signals over the American telecommunications network. The first efforts in

this area resulted in another high-speed Internet technology, called integrated services digital

network (ISDN). In the early 1990s the first variety of DSL, high-bitrate DSL (HDSL), was

rolled out with the intent of being used for on-demand television. Initial efforts looked

promising, but the rapidly growing number of channels provided by cable television companies

made setting up an on-demand service financially less attractive. Soon after, DSL was

repurposed for connecting devices to the Internet. Other varieties of DSL soon followed the

creation of HDSL, including the most common type: asynchronous DSL (ADSL). Asynchronous
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refers to the way that more bandwidth is given to downstream traffic, which comes to the user

from the Internet, than to upstream traffic, which goes from the user to the Internet. Traffic on

DSL is transmitted over normal telephone lines through a DSL terminal adapter, also known as a

DSL modem, which connects a computer or local computer network to the DSL line.

Each DSL user has a dedicated telephone line, so unlike its closest competitor, cable Internet,

signing up more neighbourhood customers does not degrade service. However, DSL is limited

by distance. A user has to be within a few miles of a telephone switching office for DSL to work,

and signal strength degrades even within that distance. In addition, DSL speeds have not

improved much since being introducedtypically, they are 128 Kbps (128,000 bits per second)

upstream and 512 Kbps downstream, though premium business services may be about 10 times

fasterwhile cable, which is generally less expensive than DSL, offers speeds in excess of 1 Mbps

(1 million bits per second) upstream and 16 Mbps downstream.

2. Applications of Multicarrier Modulation

The growing interest in Multi-Carrier Transmission by researchers and product developers

motivated us to propose this topic for a special issue of Wireless Personal Communications.

Judging from the response to our Call for Papers and from the growing number of sessions on

this topic at international conferences, Multi-Carrier issues receive widespread interest. The

number of contributed papers substantially exceeded what we could accommodate in a single

issue, so a second issue will be dedicated to Multi-Carrier Communication soon.

Multi-Carrier Modulation (MCM) is the principle of transmitting data by dividing the stream into

several parallel bit streams, each of which has a much lower bit rate, and by using these

substreams to modulate several carriers. The first systems using MCM were military HF radio

links in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), a

special form of MCM with densely spaced subcarriers and overlapping spectra was patented in

the U.S. in 1970 . OFDM abandoned the use of steep bandpass filters that completely separated

the spectrum of individual subcarriers, as it was common practice in older Frequency Division
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Multiplex (FDMA) systems (e.g. in analogue SSB telephone trunks), in Multi-Tone telephone

modems and still occurs in Frequency Division Multiple Access radio. In stead, OFDM time-

domain waveforms are chosen such that mutual orthogonality is ensured even though subcarrier

spectra may overlap. It appeared that such waveforms can be generated using a Fast Fourier

Transform at the transmitter and receiver. For a relatively long time, the practicality of the

concept appeared limited. Implementation aspects such as the complexity of a real-time Fourier

Transform appeared prohibitive, not to speak about the stability of oscillators in transmitter and

receiver, the linearity required in RF power amplifiers and the power back-off associated with

this. After many years of further intensive research in the 1980's, e.g., today we appear to be on

the verge of a breakthrough of MCM techniques. Many of the implementational problems appear

solvable and MCM has become part of several standards.

3. Progress in Multi-Carrier Modulation

MCM benefited from considerable research interest for the military applications, but certainly to

a much lesser extent than direct-sequence (DS) spread spectrum. The current overwhelming

attention to spread spectrum and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) can at least partly be

explained by many years of active exploration of this field in military labs. CDMA led to new

insight in communication theory, that proved extremely valuable for finding reliable and

efficient transmission methods suitable for adverse, i.e., both dispersive and time-varying

communication channels with severe limitations by interference. DS-CDMA and MCM have in

common that investigation into both schemes heavily relies on the insight in communications

provided by Shannon, in particular, in his "geometric" theory, considering waveforms to be a

point in a Euclidean space, allowing definitions of orthogonality.

It was known from earlier experiments with wireless data transmission that the selection of the

modulation technique is highly critical. In the early days of mobile communications, many

attempts to connect a telephone modem to a cellular phone failed miserably, mainly because of

the poor anticipation to the mobile channel anomalies. Although entrepreneurs rapidly

recognized the demand for wireless data communications, experiments and product tests rapidly
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revealed that the mobile fading channel needed specific solutions for the modulation scheme, bit

rate, packet length and other aspects. Among the many proposals, Multi- Carrier Modulation

appeared one of the most elegant solutions for wireless digital transmission at high symbol rate.

The signal waveform used for Multi- Carrier transmission has intriguing properties. The rapid

increase in digital signal processing power in (software programmable) radio receivers has

opened the way for large scale use of this idea. The next sections illustrate why OFDM

nowadays is considered to be particularly suitable for high-performance digital radio links.

4. Dispersion

In conventional modulation methods, dispersion (experienced in terms of a channel delay spread

and intersymbol interference) reduces the maximum achievable rate. Equalization can mitigate

this to some extent, but typically at the cost of increased noise, so it leads to a transmit power

penalty or an increased vulnerability to interference. In contrast to this, several results showed

that with a well-designed Coded OFDM system, modest dispersion can improve, rather than

deteriorate, the bit error rate. This interesting, counter-intuitive phenomenon can be explained

using arguments of diversity. If the entire MCM signal is subject to flat fading, i.e., if all

subcarriers experience the same fading, bit errors occur on subcarriers are highly correlated.

Error correction wiuth code words spread across subcarriers may not be able to correct erased or

wrong bits. In a channel with a larger delay spread, the coherence bandwidth can be such that

fading only affects a limited number of subcarriers at a time. Forward error correction coding can

successfully repair poor reception at those subcarriers. Experiments within the DAB project

revealed that under typical (outdoor) propagation conditions, 1.5 MHz is a minimum bandwidth

to exploit such diversity gains. Interleaving in frequency domain, i.e., across subcarriers is used

to further improve the performance. Signals from different applications or programs are

interleaved to achieve greater independence of fading of subcarriers for individual user data

streams.
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5. Time Dispersion, Synchronization and Doppler Spreading

In contrast to the delay dispersion, Doppler spreading" is caused by time variations of the

channel. While most engineers in the field now think of Coded-MCM as a means to combat

dispersion of the channel, in one of the pioneering papers, Cimini proposed its use in rapidly

time-varying channels. If the symbol duration is relatively large, it is unlikely that the symbol

energy completely vanishes during a signal fade. However, OFDM subcarriers loose their mutual

orthogonality if rapid time-variations of the channel occur, which typically leads to increased bit

error rates. Similarly, phase jitter or receiver frequency offsets also lead to InterChannel

Interference.

This sensitivity to frequency offsets, as well as to nonlinear amplification, is often pointed out to

be one of major MCM disadvantages. A (time-varying) frequency error not only erodes the

subcarrier orthogonality, but also makes subcarrier synchronization much more difficult to

achieve and maintain. There have been surprisingly few contributions on this topic so far,

however, it is interesting to see that several researchers are proposing coherent detection schemes

based on a frequency-time interpolation, inherent to MCM signalling in this issue.

The use of Fourier transforms in both the transmitter and receiver, allows MCM communication

systems to invoke any measure that was previously used against time dispersion in an attempt to

mitigate the effect of frequency dispersion, and vice versa . For instance, it is well known that a

maximum-length Linear Feedback Shift Register sequence can be used to find the delay profile

of a time dispersive, i.e., frequency selective channel. If such a sequence is transmitted in multi-

carrier format, i.e., after Fourier Transformation, it can be used to find the Doppler components

of the frequency dispersive channel. In a mobile multipath channel, signal waves coming from

different paths often exhibit different Doppler shifts. A MCM receiver can detect the individual

components by searching shifted versions of the sequence at the output pins of the FFT.
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The resulting correlation pattern can be used to steer the Local Oscillator to better track the

signal. This idea can further be exploited if a special form of CDMA transmission is used, which

is the Fourier Transform of Direct Sequence CDMA. It maps each bit to all subcarriers, but each

subcarrier uses a time-constant phase offset according to a code pattern. Of course, in an ideal

frequency non-selective and time-invariant channel, the receiver adds the energy from all

subcarriers according to the code pattern. In a frequency-dispersive channel however, multiple

shifted versions of the signal can be recognized at the output of the receive FFT. The receiver

may "rake" together energy dispersed in the frequency domain. Implementationwise, it is the

dual of the conventional rake receiver designed to combat time-dispersion as now commonly

used in Direct Sequence CDMA. This "frequency-domain rake" adds multiple frequency-shifted

versions of the signal . Hence, the frequency-domain rake does not address time dispersion, but

rather it combats frequency dispersion.

6. Linerarity

In an extreme case, MCM signals can be seen as the addition of many independent subcarrier

signals, so the amplitude of resulting signal becomes approximately Gaussian. Amplification of

such signals by power-efficient Class C amplifiers leads to severe distortion. This affects the

MCM link performance as it leads to InterChannel Interference (ICI). Typically a significant

power back-off is needed to ensure low distortion at the transmitter, or a nonlinearity

compensation at the receiver . One countermeasure can be the selection of a specific set of

interdependent subcarrier waveforms that minimizes the peak-to-average power ratio of the total

signal.
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7. Special Forms of MultiCarrier Modulation

7.1. Coded OFDM (C-OFDM)

Multi-Carrier Modulation on its own is not the solution to the problems of

communication over unreliable multipath channels. The channel time dispersion will

excessively attenuate some subcarriers such that the throughput on these sub-channels

would be unacceptable small. Only if the joint signal of many subcarriers is processed

appropriately, the diversity advantages of MCM can be exploited fully. The need for

coding across subcarriers was addressed by Sari et al., e.g. , warning against overly

enthusiastic pursuit of MCM. The advantages of frequency-domain implementations of

equalizers (using an FFT) should not be mistaken for an "inherent" diversity gain of

OFDM, which may not exist. But of course coding across subcarriers is not the only

mechanism that can be invoked against dispersion or to exploit diversity. Other

possibilities are

o Interleaving in frequency or time domain with coding in the other domain,

o The use of different signal constellations at different frequencies, i.e., adapting the subcarrier bit

rate to the channel state,

o Signal spreading over various subcarriers, e.g., according to a linear matrix operation, as is

proposed in Orthogonal Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiplexing.

7.2. MC-CDMA

Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiplexing or Multiple Access is another interesting

approach to intentionally disperse the signal over different subcarriers. It uses DS-CDMA

merely for multiplexing, but chooses the signal waveforms using the OFDM principle.

Signals to different users are added linearly onto a multiplex of Multi-Carrier CDMA

signals. This scheme was first disclosed at PIMRC '93 in Yokohama by Linnartz, Yee

and Fettweis and a similar scheme was presented under a different name by Fazal and
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Papke . The latter paper reported the performance of a receiver with Maximum

Likelihood combining of different subcarriers. Linnartz and Yee showed that MC-CDMA

signals can also be detected with fairly simple receiver structures, using an FFT and a

variable gain diversity combiner, in which the gain of each branch is controlled only by

the channel attenuation at that subcarrier. Chouly et al. presented similar ideas at the ICC

conference, November 1993.

At PIMRC '94 in The Hague , optimum gain control functions in the sense of the Mean-

Square Error were presented, basedcon the Wiener Filtering Principle. Despite the

theoretical need for a full matrix inversion, it apperared that for a MC-CDMA downlink

the subcarrier combiner can exist of gain controls that depend only on the code phase

offset and signal fading at that particular subcarrier. This simple subcarrier gain and

phase correction combines the functions of the rake receiver and interference cancellation

as used in multi-user DS-CDMA. Results showed that a fully loaded MC-CDMA system,

i.e., one in which the number of users equals the spread factor, can operate in a highly

time dispersive channel with satisfatory bit error rate. These results appeared in contrast

to the behaviour of a fully loaded DS-CDMA link that often can not work satisfactorily in

channels with substantial time dispersion. Since 1993, MC-CDMA rapidly has become a

topic of research, with some new contributions appearing in these special issues.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:

An Introduction To Information Theory

Coding For Reliable Communications
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Learn about the Information Theory

 Learn about the Source Coding Theorem

 Learn about the Shannons Communication Model

 Learn about the Error Correcting and Error Detecting Codes

Definition/Overview:

Information Theory: Information theory is a branch of applied mathematics and electrical

engineering involving the quantification of information. Historically, information theory was

developed by Claude E. Shannon to find fundamental limits on compressing and reliably

communicating data. Since its inception it has broadened to find applications in many other

areas, including statistical inference, natural language processing, cryptography generally,

networks other than communication networks as in neurobiology, the evolution and function of

molecular codes, model selection in ecology, thermal physics, quantum computing, plagiarism

detection and other forms of data analysis.

A key measure of information in the theory is known as entropy, which is usually expressed by

the average number of bits needed for storage or communication. Intuitively, entropy quantifies

the uncertainty involved when encountering a random variable. For example, a fair coin flip (2

equally likely outcomes) will have less entropy than a roll of a die (6 equally likely outcomes).

Applications of fundamental topics of information theory include lossless data compression (e.g.

ZIP files), lossy data compression (e.g. MP3s), and channel coding (e.g. for DSL lines). The field

is at the intersection of mathematics, statistics, computer science, physics, neurobiology, and

electrical engineering. Its impact has been crucial to the success of the Voyager missions to deep

space, the invention of the compact disc, the feasibility of mobile phones, the development of the

Internet, the study of linguistics and of human perception, the understanding of black holes, and
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numerous other fields. Important sub-fields of information theory are source coding, channel

coding, algorithmic complexity theory, algorithmic information theory, and measures of

information.

Key Points:

1. Source Coding Theorem

n information theory, Shannon's source coding theorem (or noiseless coding theorem) establishes

the limits to possible data compression, and the operational meaning of the Shannon entropy.

The source coding theorem shows that (in the limit, as the length of a stream of independent and

identically-distributed random variable (i.i.d.) data tends to infinity) it is impossible to compress

the data such that the code rate (average number of bits per symbol) is less than the Shannon

entropy of the source, without it being virtually certain that information will be lost. However it

is possible to get the code rate arbitrarily close to the Shannon entropy, with negligible

probability of loss. The source coding theorem for symbol codes places an upper and a lower

bound on the minimal possible expected length of codewords as a function of the entropy of the

input word (which is viewed as a random variable) and of the size of the target alphabet.

2. Shannons Communication Model

As the underpinning of his theory, Shannon developed a very simple, abstract model of

communication, as shown in the figure. Because his model is abstract, it applies in many

situations, which contributes to its broad scope and power. The first component of the model, the

message source, is simply the entity that originally creates the message. Often the message

source is a human, but in Shannon's model it could also be an animal, a computer, or some other

inanimate object. The encoder is the object that connects the message to the actual physical

signals that are being sent. For example, there are several ways to apply this model to two people

having a telephone conversation. On one level, the actual speech produced by one person can be
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considered the message, and the telephone mouthpiece and its associated electronics can be

considered the encoder, which converts the speech into electrical signals that travel along the

telephone network. Alternatively, one can consider the speaker's mind as the message source and

the combination of the speaker's brain, vocal system, and telephone mouthpiece as the encoder.

However, the inclusion of mind introduces complex semantic problems to any analysis and is

generally avoided except for the application of information theory to physiology.

The channel is the medium that carries the message. The channel might be wires, the air or space

in the case of radio and television transmissions, or fibre-optic cable. In the case of a signal

produced simply by banging on the plumbing, the channel might be the pipe that receives the

blow. The beauty of having an abstract model is that it permits the inclusion of a wide variety of

channels. Noise is anything that interferes with the transmission of a signal. In telephone

conversations interference might be caused by static in the line, cross talk from another line, or

background sounds. Signals transmitted optically through the air might suffer interference from

clouds or excessive humidity. Clearly, sources of noise depend upon the particular

communication system. A single system may have several sources of noise, but, if all of these

separate sources are understood, it will sometimes be possible to treat them as a single source.

The decoder is the object that converts the signal, as received, into a form that the message

receiver can comprehend. In the case of the telephone, the decoder could be the earpiece and its

electronic circuits. Depending upon perspective, the decoder could also include the listener's

entire hearing system. The message receiver is the object that gets the message. It could be a

person, an animal, or a computer or some other inanimate object. Shannon's theory deals

primarily with the encoder, channel, noise source, and decoder. As noted above, the focus of the

theory is on signals and how they can be transmitted accurately and efficiently; questions of

meaning are avoided as much as possible.
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2.1. Error Correcting and Error Detecting Codes

Shannon's work in the area of discrete, noisy communication pointed out the possibility

of constructing error-correcting codes. Error-correcting codes add extra bits to help

correct errors and thus operate in the opposite direction from compression. Error-

detecting codes, on the other hand, indicate that an error has occurred but do not

automatically correct the error. Frequently the error is corrected by an automatic request

to retransmit the message. Because error-correcting codes typically demand more extra

bits than error-detecting codes, in some cases it is more efficient to use an error-detecting

code simply to indicate what has to be retransmitted.

Deciding between error-correcting and error-detecting codes requires a good

understanding of the nature of the errors that are likely to occur under the circumstances

in which the message is being sent. Transmissions to and from space vehicles generally

use error-correcting codes because of the difficulties in getting retransmission. Because

of the long distances and low power available in transmitting from space vehicles, it is

easy to see that the utmost skill and art must be employed to build communication

systems that operate at the limits imposed by Shannon's results.

A common type of error-detecting code is the parity code, which adds one bit to a block

of bits so that the ones in the block always add up to either an odd or even number. For

example, an odd parity code might replace the two-bit code words 00, 01, 10, and 11 with

the three-bit words 001, 010, 100, and 111. Any single transformation of a 0 to a 1 or a 1

to a 0 would change the parity of the block and make the error detectable. In practice,

adding a parity bit to a two-bit code is not very efficient, but for longer codes adding a

parity bit is reasonable. For instance, computer and fax modems often communicate by

sending eight-bit blocks, with one of the bits reserved as a parity bit. Because parity

codes are simple to implement, they are also often used to check the integrity of computer

equipment. As noted earlier, designing practical error-correcting codes is not easy, and

Shannon's work does not provide direct guidance in this area. Nevertheless, knowing the
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physical characteristics of the channel, such as bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio, gives

valuable knowledge about maximum data transmission capabilities.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to:

 Define the term Communication

 Learn about Communication Modelling

 Learn about Source Coding

 Learn about Channel Models

Definition/Overview:

Communication: Communication is a process whereby information is encoded and imparted by

a sender to a receiver via a channel/medium.The receiver then decodes the message and gives the

sender a feedback. Communication requires that all parties have an area of communicative

commonality. There are auditory means, such as speaking, singing and sometimes tone of voice,

and nonverbal, physical means, such as body language, sign language, paralanguage, touch, eye

contact, by using writing.

Communication is thus a process by which we assign and convey meaning in an attempt to create

shared understanding. This process requires a vast repertoire of skills in intrapersonal and

interpersonal processing, listening, observing, speaking, questioning, analyzing, and evaluating.

if you use these processes it is developmental and transfers to all areas of life: home, school,
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community, work, and beyond. It is through communication that collaboration and cooperation

occur.

Communication is the articulation of sending a message through different media, whether it be

verbal or nonverbal, so long as a being transmits a thought provoking idea, gesture, action, etc.

Communication is a learned skill. Most babies are born with the physical ability to make sounds,

but must learn to speak and communicate effectively. Speaking, listening, and our ability to

understand verbal and nonverbal meanings are skills we develop in various ways. We learn basic

communication skills by observing other people and modeling our behaviors based on what we

see. We also are taught some communication skills directly through education, and by practicing

those skills and having them evaluated.

Key Points:

1. Communication Modelling

Communication is usually described along a few major dimensions: Content (what type of things

are communicated), source, emisor, sender or encoder (by whom), form (in which form), channel

(through which medium), destination, receiver, target or decoder (to whom), and the purpose or

pragmatic aspect. Between parties, communication includes acts that confer knowledge and

experiences, give advice and commands, and ask questions. These acts may take many forms, in

one of the various manners of communication. The form depends on the abilities of the group

communicating. Together, communication content and form make messages that are sent

towards a destination. The target can be oneself, another person or being, another entity (such as

a corporation or group of beings). Communication can be seen as processes of information

transmission governed by three levels of semiotic rules:

 Syntactic (formal properties of signs and symbols),

 Pragmatic (concerned with the relations between signs/expressions and their users)
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 Semantic (study of relationships between signs and symbols and what they represent)

Therefore, communication is social interaction where at least two interacting agents share a

common set of signs and a common set of semiotic rules. This commonly held rules in some

sense ignores autocommunication, including intrapersonal communication via diaries or self-

talk, both secondary phenomena that followed the primary acquisition of communicative

competences within social interactions.

In a simple model, information or content (e.g. a message in natural language) is sent in some

form (as spoken language) from an emisor/ sender/ encoder to a destination/ receiver/ decoder. In

a slightly more complex form a sender and a receiver are linked reciprocally. A particular

instance of communication is called a speech act. In the presence of "communication noise" on

the transmission channel (air, in this case), reception and decoding of content may be faulty, and

thus the speech act may not achieve the desired effect. One problem with this encode-transmit-

receive-decode model is that the processes of encoding and decoding imply that the sender and

receiver each possess something that functions as a code book, and that these two code books

are, at the very least, similar if not identical. Although something like code books is implied by

the model, they are nowhere represented in the model, which creates many conceptual

difficulties.

Theories of coregulation describe communication as a creative and dynamic continuous process,

rather than a discrete exchange of information. Canadian media scholar Harold Innis had the

theory that people use different types of media to communicate and which one they choose to use

will offer different possibilities for the shape and durability of society. His famous example of

this is using ancient Egypt and looking at the ways they built themselves out of media with very

different properties stone and papyrus. Papyrus is what he called 'Space Binding'. it made

possible the trasnsmission of written orders across space, empires and enables the waging of

distant military campaigns and colonial administration. The other is stone and 'Time Binding',
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through the construction of temples and the pyramids can sustain their authority generation to

generation, through this media they can change and shape communication in their society.

2. Source Coding

In computer science and information theory, data compression or source coding is the process of

encoding information using fewer bits (or other information-bearing units) than an unencoded

representation would use through use of specific encoding schemes. As with any communication,

compressed data communication only works when both the sender and receiver of the

information understand the encoding scheme. For example, this text makes sense only if the

receiver understands that it is intended to be interpreted as characters representing the English

language. Similarly, compressed data can only be understood if the decoding method is known

by the receiver.

Compression is useful because it helps reduce the consumption of expensive resources, such as

hard disk space or transmission bandwidth. On the downside, compressed data must be

decompressed to be used, and this extra processing may be detrimental to some applications. For

instance, a compression scheme for video may require expensive hardware for the video to be

decompressed fast enough to be viewed as it's being decompressed (the option of decompressing

the video in full before watching it may be inconvenient, and requires storage space for the

decompressed video). The design of data compression schemes therefore involves trade-offs

among various factors, including the degree of compression, the amount of distortion introduced

(if using a lossy compression scheme), and the computational resources required to compress and

uncompress the data.

3. Channel Models

A channel can be modelled physically by trying to calculate the physical processes which modify

the transmitted signal. For example in wireless communications the channel can be modelled by
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calculating the reflection off every object in the environment. A sequence of random numbers

might also be added in to simulate external interference and/or electronic noise in the receiver.

Statistically a communication channel is usually modelled as a triple consisting of an input

alphabet, an output alphabet, and for each pair (i, o) of input and output elements a transition

probability p(i, o). Semantically, the transition probability is the probability that the symbol o is

received given that i was transmitted over the channel.

Statistical and physical modelling can be combined. For example in wireless communications the

channel is often modelled by a random attenuation (known as fading) of the transmitted signal,

followed by additive noise. The attenuation term is a simplification of the underlying physical

processes and captures the change in signal power over the course of the transmission. The noise

in the model captures external interference and/or electronic noise in the receiver. If the

attenuation term is complex it also describes the relative time a signal takes to get through the

channel. The statistics of the random attenuation are decided by previous measurements or

physical simulations.

Channel models may be continuous channel models in that there is no limit to how precisely

their values may be defined. Communication channels are also studied in a discrete-alphabet

setting. This corresponds to abstracting a real world communication system in which the analog-

>digital and digital->analog blocks are out of the control of the designer. The mathematical

model consists of a transition probability that specifies an output distribution for each possible

sequence of channel inputs. In information theory, it is common to start with memoryless

channels in which the output probability distribution only depends on the current channel input.
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